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FORECAST 
. HIGH: 63 
LOW: 43 
Councils form new Greek Council 
■ The BG football team 
racks in huge yardage in 
big win. 
■ Men's and Women's 
swimming and diving 
open the season with a 
win on Xavier. 
■ Falcon ice hockey 
team loses to MSU but 
comes back to beat 
FSU. 
FT 
■ Bill Gates declines 
testimony in trial. 
■ The Oklahoma City 
Bombing Memorial 
opened with a 
ground-breaking 
ceremony. 
■ 83 research projects 













"Do a good job 
because you want to, 
not because you have 
to. This puts you in 
charge instead ot your 
boss." 
□ A new council seeks 
to involve new Greeks 
and unite Greek 
organizations. 
By IVY CHIN 
The BG News 
Life's Little Treasure Book on 
Success 
WEBSITE 
Look for more dotogue 
on the topic of homo- 
sexuality on the updat- 
ed BG News website. 




If you have a news tip or 
have an idea for a story, 
call anytime and ask to 
speak with an editor, 
372-6966 
Three greek councils — Inter- 
Fratemity Council (IFC), Panhel- 
lenic Council and National Pan- 
Hellenic Council — have joined 
together  for  the  first  time to 
establish a new Greek Council 
this semester. 
According to Alison Trotta, 
vice president of membership 
development for the Panhellenic 
Council, Greek leaders wanted a 
way to unite all the members of 
every Greek Letter organization. 
"We felt that the best place to 
start was with the newest mem- 
ber of every group, so that we 
could teach them from the begin- 
ning of their Greek life what it 
means to be Greek and how they 
can benefit from being so," Trot- 
ta said. 
She said that every individual 
who joined a Greek organization 
in the fall is a member of this 
new council for one year. After 
that, the next group of new 
Greeks will take their place. 
She said that 39 chapters are 
currently involved in the new 
council. Every Wednesday at 
9:30 p.m., three representatives 
from each of the chapters will 
attend the meeting. Each of these 
spokespeople represent a collec- 
tive body of approximately 500 
new greeks. 
The idea of establishing the 
Greek Council was started by 
Trotta; Stanley Gajda, graduate 
adviser of membership develop- 
ment; Shelly Brown, member- 
ship development adviser; and 
Brad Dickenson, vice president 
of membership development for 
IFC. 
According to Trotta and Dick- 
enson, there are three main ser- 
vices and activities that the new 
• See COUNCIL, page five. 
An in-depth look at 
Athletics funding 
Athletic department wins general fees 
□ Students contribute $323.40 
to the athletic department in 
general fees per year. 
By MIKE WENDLING 
 The BG News  
Every University student contributes 
over $300 to the athletic department per 
year. 
This figure represents 60 percent, or 
over $5 million, of the athletic depart- 
ment's budget. By comparison, the average 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) Division I athletic department 
receives less than half that amount, under 
$2 million, from student tuition or fees. 
The money comes from the general fee, 
a $784 per year charge paid by every Uni- 
versity student. 
The general fee is the same pot of 
money out of which things such as Student 
Activities and the Student Health Service 
are funded. 
The Athletic Department is the primary 
beneficiary of those fees, receiving $323.40 
from each student per year. Debt service, 
depreciation and insurance on buildings 
such as the Field House, Ice Arena and 
University Union takes up another $129.56 
per student per year. 
Each student contributes $101.14 per 
year to the Student Health Service budget 
via general fees, while Student Organiza- 
tions and Activities receive $14.75. 
In the 1996-97 school year, there were 
443 BGSU student-athletes — 3.3 percent 
of the total undergraduate population. 
These are just a few of the statistics 
revealed in the University budget and Uni- 
versity reports under the Equity in Athlet- 
ics Disclosure Act of 1994. Under that fed- 
eral legislation, any university receiving 
federal aid must each year dis- 
close detailed information con- 
cerning the financing of intercolle- 
giate athletics. 
Although Bowling Green stu- 
dents contribute much more than 
the national average, student con- 
tribution to athletics is at similar 
levels throughout the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference (MAC), according 
to Bob Holmes, associate profes- 
sor of legal studies and member of 
the University Intercollegiate Ath- 
letics Committee. 
"It's pretty consistent through- 
out the MAC schools," Holmes 
said. "General fees provide signif- 
icant funds that run athletic pro- 
grams." 
Ed Whipple, vice president for 
student affairs, noted that funding 
of athletics is carefully examined 
by the Student Budget Committee. 
"There's concern on the com- 
mittee about how much of the 
general fee goes to athletics," he 
said. "It is very expensive to run 
an athletic program." 
Athletic department expendi- 
tures continue to increase, and 
general fee money continues to 
flow into the BGSU athletic 
department. 
In the recently approved 1998- 
99 general fee budget, the Athletic 
department received a 3.84 per- 
cent increase, an additional $190,000, in 
general fee funds. The Student Health Ser- 
vice general fee funding increased 5.86 
percent, or about $87,000, while Student 
Activities received a $21,500,10.57 percent 
increase. 
The athletic department, while receiv- 
ing  a substantially greater  increase in 
Today marks the first of a three-part series 
investigating athletic funding at the Univer- 
sity. The first story looks into the break-up 
of the general fee dollars. Tomorrow, the 
story will look into the funding of individual 
sports. Wednesday the series will end with a 
story examining gender equity. 
The break-up of the general fee dollar 
terms of sheer dollar amounts, had a 
smaller increase in terms of percentage 
points because it already receives a large 
share of the general fee (41.1 percent) com- 
pared to other organizations. 
"Why do we keep putting money in?" 
said associate professor of sociology Tim 





□ Both governor can- 
didates discuss issues 
on tax reform. 
By MIKE WENDLING 
The BG News 
Lee Fischer's great-grandfa- 
ther was a sheet metal worker. 
Bob Taft's great-grandfather was 
President of the United States. 
Despite their widely different 
family histories, both Taft and 
Fischer are vying for the Ohio 
governor's seat vacated by Sena- 
torial candidate George 
Voinovich. 
Fischer, the Democratic nomi- 
nee, has used a conservative 
plank — tax reduction — as one 
of the key issues of his platform. 
He has proposed to reduce 
property taxes by 15 percent — 
$1 billion — over the next two 
years. 
The plan brought fire from 
Taft, the Republican nominee. 
Commercials have attacked Fis- 
cher's plan as unfeasible. 
"I don't think the proposal is 
doable without a tax increase," 
said Taft. 
The two candidates are in a 
tight race as election day nears. 
Taft, a former state legislator 
and Hamilton county commis- 
sioner who is currently Ohio's 
Secretary of State, has been run- 
ning television spots touting his 
tough stance on youthful violent 
offenders and his plans to 
increase the number of drug 
courts in Ohio. 
Fischer is a former state attor- 
ney general, who has previously 
represented Cleveland-area sub- 
urbs in the state legislature. He 
promises to increase high school 
standards. 
"I want a high school diplo- 
ma to be a certificate of skills, 
not just attendance," Fischer 
said. 
Another item on Fischer's 
platform is increased funding 
for students through a scholar- 
ship program. 
"College should be accessible, 
with lower tuition and more 
scholarships," he said. "For 
every one-percent increase in 
college graduates, billions of 
dollars flow into the economy." 
Taft, meanwhile, is support- 
• See ELECTION, page five. 
Jaycees* trail offers scares 
□ The Jaycees' 
Haunted Trail offers a 
local option for 
Halloween thrills. 
By DANIELLE HALL 
 The BG News  
With Halloween only a week 
away, many people are looking 
for a place where they can find a 
few thrills and chills. What they 
don't know is that there is such a 
place right here in Bowling 
Green. 
The Bowling Green chapter of 
the Jaycees is holding its "Trail of 
Terror" for the third year in a 
row. Prior to the trail, the group 
did a haunted house for 20 years. 
The trail is in St. John's Woods 
at the Rotary Nature Center on S. 
Wintergarden Road, and will be 
open Oct. 30-31 at 8:30 p.m. 
There are between 15-20 Jaycees 
and 45-50 people from different 
groups at the University in the 
woods each night. 
The Jaycees used to have to 
call groups to get them to work 
the trail, but according to Marie 
Thomas, president of the 
Jaycees, the groups are now call- 
ing them and asking to work. 
"They are now calling us ask- 
ing 'Can we work the trail 
again?'" Thomas said. "I think 
that's pretty good." 
Many of the groups are vol- 
unteers, but if they bring enough 
people, then they do get paid for 
helping out, Thomas said. 
This year's trail is a little bit 
shorter than last year's, but there 
is the same amount of scenes. It 
takes 15-20 minutes to walk the 
trail, Thomas said. 
She also said that the trail is a 
little scarier than it was last year. 
"What adds to the trail this 
year is it's pitch black," Thomas 
said. "(There is) no moon this 
year through the woods, and 
you can't see when people are 
going to jump out at you." 
Of course, the darkness isn't 
the only scary thing in the 
woods. 
Ben Otley, co-chair of the 
haunted trail, said that there are 
a lot of things to keep people on 
their toes during the walk. 
"There are approximately 40- 
60 people in the woods ready to 
jump out and give you a scare," 
Otley said. "There is a scene 
from the movie Scream, there are 
various zombies throughout the 
• See JAYCEES, page five. 
2 cars vandalized in lot 6 
Tfie BG News 
The University police department arrested a man for breaking 
into cars, early Friday. 
According to Richard Gullufsen, University public informa- 
tion officer, police were patrolling lot 6, near the stadium, when 
they observed Jeffery Reinhart, from Findlay, attempting to break 
into a vehicle. Reinhart fled the scene in a car but was arrested on 
Wooster Street a few minutes later. He said Reinhart is not a stu- 
dent at the University. 
Gullufsen said they discovered three vehicles broken into. He 
said when police searched Reinhart's vehicle they found a car 
stereo as well as various criminal tools including wire cutters, a 
screw driver and a "slim jim" unlocking tool. 
"There may have been other vehicles broken into but at this 
time we only found three," he said. "If he used a 'slim jim' we 
can't tell if other cars were broken into." 
Reinhart was arrested for receiving stolen property, possession 
of criminal tools and breaking and entering, Gullufsen said. 
"He was charged with a combination of misdemeanor and 
criminal charges," he said. "He is being held at the Wood Coun- 
ty Justice Center." 
Reinhart admitted to breaking into the vehicles and will be 
arraigned in Municipal Court, today Gullufsen said. 
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LETTERS 
I have been at the University for six years now as an under- 
grad and a graduate student, and I would have to agree with 
Ms. Lohrbach's assessment of "Hearing the Student's Voice" Oct. 
20, 1998. For years people ask for your input on how they can 
make things better, but how often are the legitimate suggestions 
inacted? I have been on countless committees, organizations, 
and held several jobs at the University and all too often our sug- 
gtations go in one ear and out the other. 
However, yesterday I experienced a glimmer of hope that our 
voice is not completely silenced, but perhaps just muffled. Yes- 
terday I attempted to get one of the new BGSU phone books— 
wow, what a task! I went to the Centrex building and they told 
me to go to University Hall 214, so I went there. They told me 
they knew nothing about "new phone books." I proceeded to 
Registration, and this is where it happened. The two girls tried 
their hardest to find me info on where to get one, with no luck. 
Donna, one of the administrators, who works in the office even 
tried to call around, with no luck. Then she said something to 
me after going into her office and handing me her own copy of 
the new phone book, she said "Students First," and I thanked 
her and went on my way. There may still be hope out there, so 




WE   LIVE  NOT   IN AN ERA, 
OF   BARBARIANS.    WE 
ARC A   THINKING 
P£0PLE, MV  FRi£ND,  A 
PEOPLE OF sense AND 
REASON.'   NO LONGER 
NEED   WE CONFORM To 
FALSE    ANCESTRAL 
.NOTIONS 
Jerry Jezek 
. FOR   WS,   AS    AN 
AMERICAN FEOPL£,A GREAT 
FAMILY SPANNING SEA TO 
PROVERBIAL SHINING 5EA — 
IN THIS  ERA OF PROGRESS 
AND  PROSPERITY, we CAN 
RAGE  AOMNST THE DARK, 
PRECONC/EVED   PREJUDICES 
OF  TtVR   FOREFATHERS AND 
Mwe... 
TM/5   NATION, IN TH'S 
WONOEROOS  WORLD,  SHOVLt> 
INSTEAD FORM UP A UNION 
OF   ALL    ITS   PEOPLES!  AND 
NEVER  AGAIN  SHALL A 
nAN,   WOrAAN,   CHILD OR" 
5EING BE DISCRIMINATED 
A6AIN5T   -SIMPLY BECAUSE 
OF   COLORI 
TRUE. TRUE.     BUT  THE 
FACT STILL RETAINS: ToU 
RAN THE RED LIGHT; SO 
YOU  GET  THE   BLACK AND 
V/H'TE   TtcKET.    i    DO 
APPRECIATE   THE  EFTOKT, 
-   THOUGH.'- 
Sidewalkers seek to keep perfection 
Last week I received a 
response to one of my articles 
from an acquaintance. Though 
his response has absolutely 
nothing to do with the reason 
that I'm writing this column, the 
question he asked me, at the end 
of his response, does. His exact 
words were, "Strange things 
have come and gone here . . . 
Habib's house of rugs, the boy 
trapped in a cage of chicken 
wire, the teeter totter . . . but 
something that has been fairly 
consistent over time is ... I'm the 
only one who ever walks on the 
grass .. . 
Even when walking on the 
sidewalk takes you needlessly 
out of the way, no one seems to 
ever walk on the grass . . . Why? 
Is it holy ground? Are the bones 
of the ancients buried beneath 
grassy mounds? Is it okay to 
walk through the grass? Should 
I take my shoes off? What's 
going on here?'" 1 thought this 
was the perfect question to ask, 
who else, but someone who 
always walks on the sidewalk, 
me! 1 don't really know why I 
do, because as this anonymous 
respondent states, it really does 
take me needlessly out of my 
way. However, being the perfec- 
tionist that I am, I don't want to 
mess up the grass, wear it down 
to the point when it becomes a 
pathway of dirt, because then 
the hired staff, or whomever 
takes care of the grass, will have 
to plant new grass seeds and 
water them. And though the 
results of me walking through 
the grass would have cut down 
the walking distance, making it 
easier on my tired legs and feet, 
these small dirt pathways, which 
you see all around campus, are 
making more work for someone 
else. 
Maybe it's just that "we side- 
walk walkers" feel guilty if we 
go off the course that leads us 
through campus because it was 
made to be taken, right?    But 
then again, why weren't more 
convenient, and quicker courses 
provided? We are each coming 
and going from all different 
directions throughout campus, 
that's why. It would be impossi- 
ble to provide that many side- 
walks, expecially when we all 
have our own ways in which we 
choose to go. 
Some of us choose to take the 
provided course out of simple 
consideration. If we are offered 
something, why not take it with 
gratitude and appreciation. On 
the other side of the sidewalk, 
some of us choose to take the 
courses we make for ourselves. 
We don't want to follow in the 
footsteps of others, we want to 
make our own. Does whether 
we walk on the sidewalk or 
whether we walk on the grass 
reflect the ways in which we 
approach our own lives? 
Maybe I am analyzing this 
just a bit too much, but I'm hav- 
ing fun! 
The choice to walk on the 
sidewalk or the grass; this leads 
me to ask why sidewalks were 
created. As of now, during this 
season, I see no point in side- 
walks. The grass is just as 
"usable." But what will all of you 
"grass-walkers" do when the 
grass is covered with snow, and 
your little dirt pathways are 
nothing but ice? Will you still 
walk in the grass, or don't you 
consider it grass anymore? Will 
it be, snow? You might get your 
footsies wet! 
Perhaps sidewalks were creat- 
ed because of mudpuddles in 
the grass? Nobody likes to walk 
through mud, or water, right? 
As of now, if you would like to 
take your shoes off and romp 
through the green, feel free! But 
when the nasty weather arrives, 
you may be thankful for the con- 
venience of these used path- 
ways, following in the footsteps 
of others, otherwise known as . . 
. sidewalks. So, my question to 
you is, did the existence of side- 
walks come as a blessing, or 
what? 
Frances Sawyer can be reached at 
fransaw@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Have an opinion? e-mail us at 
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu. edu 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 




I think it's really interesting 




"I think swing dancing is cool 




"I think it's more of a fad than 





"Yes. I've been down that 




"I'm not all about swing danc- 
ing but it's cool for other peo- 
ple I guess." 
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ly issues. Letters can be 
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NTACT CITY OFFICIALS 
354-6204 
V. 
ALL MY CHILDREN 
Dixie and Tad make I 
reveals his feelings for Cilli 
and she slaps him. Erica fii 
out that Brooke hooked Kit 
with     the    Tempo     atto 
Edmund heads to Kansas to f! 
Kit's mother. 
ANOTHER WORLD 
Matt and Sofia talk about gettir 
married. Lila goes into lah 
the stuck elevator. Tyrone ffl 
out   that   Mamie   is   actii 
Marley. Josie tells Gary about her 
THB «CLD ANIPBEAUTIFUL 
Brooke tells I'ielce all about 
Bailey.Vierce toss/s Bailey out on 
his ear. TSsu»e*^ants to prevent 
GflRTMALMOSPITAL 
BobWn talF Carly that she loves 
her. Robin leaves Michael with 
THE GUIDING LIGHT 
Blake decides she wants Ross. 
Ross believes Blake returned for 
the sake of the kids. Teri wants 
Frank. Alan tells Josh and Reva 
that they caused Annie's death. 
Dinah receives a gift for her baby. 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
Nora wants Sam to help her get 
pregnant.  Todd's glad to have 
been found not guilty. Roseanne 
believes Jessica is suffering from 
morning sickness. Kevin and 
Joey get closer to fingering 
Barbara for Drew's murder. 
PORT CHARLES 
Scott is forced to admit that Chris 
and Eve provided phony alibis. 
He admits concealing that the 
bracelet was found near the 
body. Serena can see. Eve is still 
carrying a torch for Scottie. 
Courtney tells Joe Neil is his son. 
SUNSET BEACH 
Maria is abducted from the hos- 
pital. Francesca say? she is get* 
ting out of Cole's life. AJ sold the 
necklace. 
THE YOUNG ft RESTLESS 
Malcolm wants to know what 
happened when he and Callie 
broke up. Brad says he is not oft 
Victor's side. Sharon is hit by • 
car after hearing Grade's steamy 
words to Nick. Neil wants Vicki 





MS Word 97 — Introduction 
(9 - 4 p.m.) 
Arrowhead Park. BGSU. Get 
familiar with the basics of this 
standard word processing pro- 
gram. Fee $99. For more informa- 
tion, or to register, call Computer 
Training Centers Customer 
Service at 419/372-8181 ore-mail 
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
United Way Penny Drive (10 
a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. Sponsored by 
University Ambassadors. 
BGSU Blood Drive (11 a.m. - 
5 p.m.) 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 
Student Union. Just one hour out 
of your day can save somebody's 
life. The American Red Cross 
asks that you please donate dur- 
ing the blood drive. Walk-ins are 
welcome, but scheduled 
appointments help ensure 
prompt service. To schedule an 
"I'pcominf Events" ia • service to our reader* borrowed dally via the 
University web page. The calendar of events on the web page has a more 
complete llstinf of event, and can be accessed through -www.bfaiLedu". 
appointment please call 1-800- 
GIVE LIFE ext. 132. 
Yearbook Distribution (1-4 
p.m.) 
28 West Hall. Anyone who pre- 
ordered a 1998 Key or would like 
to purchase one now can stop by 
28 West Hall (basement.) Mon. - 
Thur. Call 372-8086 for more 
information. 
Dissertation Defense (1:30 
p.m.) 
333 Education Bldg. Mary Beth 
Kennedy, Ph. D. student in the 
Higher Education 
Administration program. 
"Perceptions of the Role of the 
Faculty Athletics Representative 
at Colleges and Universities 
Holding Dual Membership in 
the NAIA and NCAA." 
Beginning Karate (6 - 7:30 
p.m.) 
St. Thomas More University 
Parish, BGSU. Get acquainted 
with karate as an art, sport and 
method  of self defense.  Class 
meets through December 9. Fee 
$45. For more information or to 
register, call Continuing 
Education, International ft 
Summer Programs at 419/372- 
8181. 
Black Student Union, Who's 
Who in '98 (6 p.m.) 
Capital Room, Student Union. 
Black Student Union presents 
Cheri Moorehead from the Ohio 
Democratic party. She will dis- 
cuss the candidates and issues 
for the elections on November 3, 
1998. Free merchandise will be 
given away. 
Intermediate Karate (6 - 7:30 
p.m.) 
St. Thomas More University 
Parish, BGSU. Learn specialized 
karate techniques and prepare 
for state, regional and national 
competitions. Class meets 
through December 7. Fee $45. 
For more information or to regis- 
ter, call Continuing Education, 
International Sc Summer 






4 Harbor craft 
8 Tiresome 
speech 
14 John's Yoko 
15 Fencing sword 
16 Dishevel 
17 r-ellows 




22 Actress Lupino 
23 Put on the 
feed bag 
24 Some: Fr. 
25 Boastful talk 
28 Low points 
30 Quirky 
31 Runny cheese 
32 Also 
33 Fruit beverage 
34 End of a steal 
35 Pickling agent 
37 Distress letters 
38 Duck down 
39 Like some 
buckets 
40 Practiced skill 
41 Finale 
42 Above 
43 4/15 addressee 





47 -Gentle _" 
48 Flightless bird 
49 Lair 
50 Actress Arden 
51 Refining process 





59 Rate of speed 
60 Writer Kesey 
61 Narrow arm of 
the Indian Ocean 
62 Herring's km 




2 Lake near Utica 





6 Formation flyers 
7 Resting spot 
8 Fashioned 
9 Outer garments 
10 Dancer Tamblyn 
11 Mind-reading 
letters 
12 Wallach of "The 
Magnificent 















24 .". 26 ?7 
/B 29 30 31 
32 33 34 
:>-, 36 37 36 
.19 40 41 
t? I43 awl44 4S 46 
47 H ■ 50 
SM 
S? S3 
M M 66 S7 
6 1 60 SI 1" 63 
At rights reserved. 
13 Sandra or Ruby 
19 Most 
melancholy 









36 Spout nonsense 
43 Mrs. Ferdinand 
Marcos 
44 Nero's tutor 
45 Got around 
46 Evil spirits 
48 Awards honcho 
49 Woman in the 
kitchen? 
51 Stitches 
52 Bugle call 
54 Golf score 
55 "_ Gotta Be 
Me" 
56 Group of whales 
PAGE THREE is 
intended at an irrev- 
erent toot at The 
University We at 
The BG News con 
eider it an offbeat 
page where we try to 
offer something for 
everybody. Opinions 
expressed herein are 
soiefy those of our 
staff. Have a nice 
day. 
♦ » WEBSITE OF THE DAY 
Today Tuesday 
Mostly cloudy Mostly cloudy www.aol.com 
HIGH: 63 LOW: 43 HIGH: 68 LOW: 45 
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CABLE   STATIONS 
UK Movie: **"i "Top Sextet Attar" (1957. Comedy) Susan Hayward Movie:*** "Come Blow Tourr(rw"(t96^ComeoV)Frai*. Sinatra Movie ** "Thefiefumor'trW Vampire" (1844,Horror) "tJiT/Tis Acfoss 
COM Lounge Liurdl Make Me Laugh OKy Show |R)  |SMn't Money Movie: OL*'(i9B5)Estaler/J*sUiive4*c»»eih«mu^ D. KatzPro      |Bob-Margaret Daly Show Stf in'l Money 
DISC New How. Fis-M-Lin. «w».sii.«»t Return to OrM: John Gem Return to OrbM The Astronaut" Return to OrbH: Space Shuttle Juettce Files "Cops Under Fre" (R) 
ENC 1555TMovie: ••', -PromisesriihtOvftf919)UuttoUsxr, I Mori*:***') "A Passage »Ino." 1884. Drama) A bored Briton woman finds tei-docovery n 1920s India Movie:   The Englrarl P»Wnf(l996) 
ESPN SporHcemer wondoy Might Countdown Figure Skating Hatoween on Ice Portland. Maine.                               |Cheertee*n9     [ChoerwMing ESPNews         |SrMru>center I 
rut Show-funny Show-Funny      |0hNo!Mr.B*l   jNowAddsmi AXN               |Lrte,Camera     | Movie: Stom Onsen:flevengeo/theTw«ef-(t998)KellyMcGats X TOO Club 
HBO Movie: •• Teen Won (1965. Comedy) Michael J Fo. PG X Movie: ••* -mer»l»rT*!r(19»7)ll)U»rmTOi:riX Movie: •• "? Days ri (he Vsley-[1996) Denny A»lk> (In Slereo) fl'X 
HIST IvsMI 0* HUM: Alom»c- Japan 737th Century (R) Legends of the Werewolves Haunted Hkmry (Par! 1 ol 4) X Modem Marvels (RI **crataotWorMWarll(R) 
MTV (5 30) Jem. Countdown Brorhvhm (R) Been.-Butt EyeSpyVideo   1 AH Satnt. Cncrt Total Request Live (R) (in Stereo) Road Rise. |R) |Daria (in Stereo) Cut (In Stereo)   jLoveline 
SC UMlKord Sport. New. NHL Cool Shot. tntldoCARTIR) Auto Racing SportsCar WSC 4 GT Monterey. CaM. FOX Sport. News FOX Sport. New. 
SCIFI 4 X   Movie imaging Storiee MeMer-Fantaey St* Trek -Fridays Chmri Sidera "Ajykjm" (R) (in stereo) I Welcome to Parados: "Options" X Masw-Fantaay jStarTnkX 
TIC Horw Again (R) HOIM Again (R| « Hour. "Perfect Specmen" (R) Storm ol the Century (fl) Doom .day Asteroid (R) KMerVrtumlR) Storm ol the Century (R) 
TNT Babylon 5 "Babylon Squareo* X ED True lief (In Stereo) X WCW Monday Nitro (In Stereo Live) X Monet Kombst: Conouett X 
TOON Borneo Sense jBetmen: Seriee New ScoobyDoo None. Johnny Bravo    (Animentece Bug. 1 Deify     JTom and Jarry rintaloiies X    IScooby Doo Johnny Bravo   lAnlwiansKi 
USA Heron*, legendery Jmye. lens: Warrior Prince*. (In SWIM) Walker. Tone Ranger -Bounty" X WWF Raw (In Stereo) I WWF War Zone (In Stereo) X New York Undercover (In Stereo) 
VH1 Women Firat ,R. iRuPaul ;P Sex Appeal (RI  jPop-Up Video 1997 Fashion Awards (In Stereo) Models: The Nert Generation (R) High Fashion     jMoit Fathionabls Performsnces   |Behlnd-Muaic 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
353-MEGA   • 
6142       cjd, 
1616 E. WOOSTER      ggi 
T/TIt   HBIOREENWOOD CENTRE EQ|    „ 
<ffiW75 L','JJiM»,d^IJJ;H»l?MLf»l!IJff?a   0pen E8rty ^tyr]" \iUdggumimiU3BH33iB-l    Open Late 
WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS' COUPONS FOR LIKE PRODUCTS 4 SERVICES 
10 u Ml 
££«< 2 PI"AS $7.00 
$3.ooT      2-10" Cheese Pizzas 
Add'l Toppings .50c each 
2-12" CHEESE PIZZAS $9.00 
Add'l Toppings .75c each 
2-14" CHEESE PIZZAS $11.00 






I   1 Large 1 Topping Pizza 
L   Add'l Topping $1.00 
$6 
WEEKENDER 
4Lg. Mopping: $20 
6Lg. Mopping: $3Q 
Add'l. Lg. 1-topping: $5 
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Eye on Gates declines to testify in trial 
news 
compiled from staff and wire reporta 
IPEACE 
Mideast talks enter final stages 
WASHINGTON — The leaders of Israel and the Palestinian Authority 
now have to tackle the hardest Job of all — extending their U.S.-brokered 
; interim agreement into a final peace settlement. 
The key to success or failure could be whether last week's protracted 
Wye River summit and the White House signing ceremony left them with 
the necessary good will and political capital to agree to terms for lasting 
"peace. 
In the so-called final status negotiations. Israel and the Palestinians 
will grapple with issues so emotional that those of the rustic Maryland 
. summit site will seem in retrospect like a walk in the woods. 
Ahead are such head-crackers as whether the Palestinians will get a 
state, whether Israel will give up part of Jerusalem for a Palestinian cap- 
ital, what will happen to tens of thousands of refugees and where the 
final borders between Israel and a Palestinian entity will lie. 
At the Wye Conference Center, both Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu and the head of the Palestinian Authority. Yasser Arafat, 
broke with their pasts to close the West Bank land-for-security deal. 
This could be an omen that bigger compromises lie ahead. 
■REALITY ■ ■■■■■■■■»■■»■■■■■■■■ 
Hamas question hangs over peace talks 
JERUSALEM — They weren't at the bargaining table. They didn't sign 
any accord. They want no part of the peace process. 
But fighters from the radical Islamic group Hamas are casting their 
customary long shadow as Israel and the Palestinians try to turn their 
new land-for-peace agreement into reality. 
In the wake of the accord signed Friday in Washington by Prime Min- 
ister Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat, one big 
unanswered question is what Hamas will do next. 
A centerpiece of the agreement is a pledge by Arafat's Palestinian 
Authority to crack down on Islamic militants — particularly Hamas, 
which has killed scores of Israelis in bloody attacks over the past sever- 
al years. 
Even before the accord had been formally signed. Hamas was feeling 
the heat. Palestinian security forces moved Friday to muzzle the group's 
spiritual leader. Sheik Ahmed Yassin. by detaining Palestinian Journal- 
. ists who were waiting outside his Gaza City home to interview him. 
Kosovo rebels scattered by defeats 
BAJRAM CURRI. Albania — Imer Habibi kept fighting when his rela- 
tives fled their Kosovo homes, when comrades fell in battle and when 
Serbs razed his village. When fellow rebels sold their weapons and left for 
Jobs abroad, he started having doubts. 
"I can't blame anybody for leaving." said Habibi. 20. who fled here two 
weeks ago after a bullet pierced his right hand. "We don't really have any 
weapons to fight the Serbs anyway. If we don't have some major success 
in the next month. I don't think I can ever go back." 
Three months ago. about 3,000 Kosovo Liberation Army guerrillas 
were gathered in northern Albania. From there, they launched attacks 
against Serbian forces In their fight for independence for Kosovo, a 
province of Serbia. Yugoslavia's main republic. 
About 90 percent of Kosovo's 2 million people are Albanian, and most 
want independence or self-rule. 
But after a series of crushing defeats, the rebel force has dwindled to 
a few bands scattered over northern Albania, according to guerrillas and 
Western officials based here. 
Many rebels have grown discouraged and returned to Jobs in Western 
Europe, which they left when Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic 
launched his brutal crackdown Feb. 28 on ethnic Albanian separatists 
in Kosovo. 
■BUDGET ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■il 
Budget process remains unmanageable 
WASHINGTON — The president eyed the 43-pound stack of budget 
legislation he had already signed and Issued a warning. 
"Congress shouldn't send another one of these," he said, hefting the 
paper for all to see. "No. And if you do. I will not sign It." 
Even lawmakers admitted to chagrin with what they had done, with 
Rep. Vic Fazio. D-Callf.. admitting. "There's been a revulsion against the 
process this year. ... We're already talking about how we can prevent it 
in the future." 
That was 10 years ago. when President Reagan used a mountainous 
$604 billion spending measure as a State of the Union prop, symboliz- 
ing a system he said had produced an unmanageable bill crammed with 
all sorts of legislative mischief. 
Little has changed. 
Last week. Congress approved — and President Clinton signed — a 
40-pound, $520 billion spending measure for the new fiscal year. Legis- 
I lators complained that before voting, they were given only a few hours to 
review a 4.000-page package that had been negotiated by a handful of 
White House aides and congressional leaders and contained — who 
knows what? 
"No one knows what is in this colossal creation, and no one claims to 
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□ Gates will be the 
show in the second 
week of the Microsoft 
trial. 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON —Bill Gates 
was out of his element, to be 
sure. Given to blunt talk as the 
combative chairman of 
Microsoft Corp., Gates had to 
weigh his words cautiously 
under the probing of two gov- 
ernment adversaries. 
For almost three days this 
summer, in a windowless con- 
ference room at Microsoft head- 
quarters near Seattle, Gates 
resisted them. It was 20 hours of 
verbal jousting between the 
world's richest man and the gov- 
ernment's top lawyers bent on 
proving him a predatory 
monopolist. 
Gates, admired and loathed 
for Microsoft's remarkable influ- 
ence within the technology 
industry, won't testify to defend 
his company during the historic 
antitrust trial in Washington 
entering its second week. 
But he is such a central figure 
that government lawyers plan to 
show videotapes Tuesday of 
hours of his pretrial depositions, 
then to release the tape to televi- 
sion stations as evidence in the 
case. 
In the tapes, Gates discusses 
his fears that Internet software 
by rival Netscape Communica- 
tions Corp., cou- 
pled with a new 
programming 
language called 










Netscape, first by 
offering illegally 
to divide the 
Internet software 
market, and then 
with a no-holds 
campaign to 
"crush" the com- 
pany wielding its 
role as the maker 
of Windows, used 
by more than 80 
percent    of    the 
nation's  desktop Microsoft chairman Bill Gates testifies on Capitol Hill before the Senate Judi- 
computers. dcy Committee. 
The spectacle of millions of    commissioner in exasperation, 
"You don't know what the hell 
you're talking about." 
He was largely reserved dur- 
ing his depositions this summer, 
but he clearly grew frustrated 
when lawyers rephrased some of 
the same questions he believed 
he had already answered. 
"The problem with Gates is 
his being evasive," said Stephen 
Houck of the New York attorney 
general's office, who deposed 
Gates most of Aug. 27 as the lead 
lawyer for 20 states suing 
Microsoft. "It takes a long time 
TV viewers watching Gates on 
tape bobbing and weaving 
through tough questions could 
be a public-relations disaster for 
Microsoft, even if Gates testifies 
to nothing incriminating. 
Gates is no wallflower: A 
favored phrase is, "This is the 
stupidest thing I've ever heard 
of." He's known to scream at 
Microsoft executives and even 
throw things in meetings. Gates 
met with the Federal Trade Com- 
mission in 1993 during an unre- 
lated  investigation  and  told  a 
Associated Press Photo 
to get a straight answer out of 
him." 
Microsoft bristles over 
charges that Gates appears disin- 
genuous. 
"It's almost an attempt by the 
government to distract attention 
from the real issues of the case 
with the celebrity of Mr. Gates," 
said company spokesman Mark 
Murray. "People know ... a depo- 
sition is an extremely one-sided 
affair where the government was 
trying to get any kind of infor- 
mation, even if it was a distor- 
tion or taken out of context." 
Slain abortion doctor feared for own life 
On Sunday, mourners left 
flowers by the door of Slepian's 
office and a banner that hung on 
a bush read: "We won't go back - 
defend the right to abortion!" 
Taped to his office door was a 
photo of Slepian and a baby he 
had delivered. 
In a statement, the founder of 
Pro-Life Virginia called Slepian's 
killer "a hero," one who ended 
Slepian's "blood-thirsty prac- 
tice." 
"We as Christians have a 
responsibility to protect the 
innocent from being murdered, 
the same way we would want 
someone to protect us. Who ever 
shot the shot protected the chil- 
dren," the Rev. Donald Spitz 
said. 
Slepian often expressed his 
fears that abortion foes were 
encouraging violence. In a 1994 
interview with Buffalo television 
station WIVB, Slepian said: 
"Maybe they are not going to 
perform it, but they're setting up 
their soldiers to perform the vio- 
lence." 
Three years earlier, he told the 
station he was not afraid for him- 
self, but for his family and chil- 
dren. "I think, if I wasn't around, 
what they would go through," 
he said. 
All of his children were home 
when Slepian's wife, Lynn, 
called 911 after the sniper's bul- 
let entered the doctor's back, 
pierced his lungs, exited his 
body and ricocheted into anoth- 
er room. Fifteen-year-old Andy 
had been watching a Buffalo 
Sabres hockey game on TV and 
ran into the kitchen. 
Associated Press Photo 
The Suburban plaza where Dr. Bamett Slepian's clinic is located on Maple Rd. in Amherst, N.Y. 
□ Slain doctor wor- 
ried about shootings 
and his death. 
The Associated Press 
BUFFALO, N.Y. - Dr. Bar- 
nett Slepian's own words signal 
a chilling premonition of his own 
violent end. 
In an August 1994 letter to the 
editor reacting to his frequent 
run-ins with "nonviolent" anti- 
abortion forces, he wrote: 
"Please don't feign surprise, dis- 
may and certainly not innocence 
when a more volatile and less 
restrained member of the group 
decides to react... by shooting an 
abortion provider." 
And in a television interview, 
the father of four worried about 
how his family would cope if his 
work ultimately led to his death. 
Slepian, a 52-year-old obste- 
trician-gynecologist, was killed 
by a sniper who fired a rifle bul- 
let through a window in his 
home Friday night. His was the 
first fatality among five sniper 
attacks on upstate New York or 
Canadian abortion providers in 
the last four years. 
The killer remained at large 
Sunday as an international 
investigation continued. Police 
listed no suspects. All of the pre- 
vious attacks have occurred 
within a few weeks of Nov. 11, 
Veteran's Day, which is known 
as Remembrance Day in Canada. 
In the 1994 letter to The Buffa- 
lo News, Slepian said he did not 
begrudge anti-abortion demon- 
strators who "scream that I am a 
murderer and a killer when I 
enter the clinics at which they 
'peacefully' exercise their First 
Amendment right of freedom of 
speech." 
"They may also do the same 
when by chance they see me dur- 
ing the routine of my day," he 
wrote. "This may be at a restau- 
rant, at a mall, in a store or, as 
they have done recently, while I 
was watching my young chil- 
dren play at (a children's restau- 
rant)." 
But "they all share the blame," 
Slepian wrote, when "a more 
volatile and less restrained mem- 
ber of the group decides to react 
to their inflammatory rhetoric by 
shooting an abortion provider." 
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ATHLETICS^ 
Continued from page one. 
Jurkovac. "We believe that sport is a 
major money maker. The reality is that 
that's not the case. If it was the case 
we'd have to rethink the fact that we'd 
have semi-pro athletes on campus, and 
that athletics would have to turn a 
profit." 
If the general fee revenue is dis- 
counted, the athletic department plans 
to pull in just under $3 million this 
year, out of a total budget of $8 million. 
There's one obvious way to decrease 
the athletic department's reliance on 
student fees: increase attendance. 
"We need to fill the stands to offset 
those general fee losses," Whipple said. 
"If we increase the number of people 
coming to games, there will be a better 
financial base." 
Bowling Green students are not 
charged to attend home athletic con- 
tests, however. The University expects 
game-related revenue — such as gate 
receipts, concessions, parking and 
broadcast revenues — to go down 
slightly this year. 
Whipple mentioned that incidents 
involving football players may have 
hurt support for athletics. 
"I think last year's bad publicity 
hurt student support," Whipple said. 
"If you read about someone bearing up 
someone, what does that do for sup- 
port of athletics? I give this year's foot- 
ball team a lot of credit (for being well- 
behaved)." 
Jurkovac said that athletics serve a 
purpose that other departments on 
campus cannot. 
"Sports are a mechanism to say that 
we are proud, we have a great school," 
he said. "On campus we have areas 
that have wonderful academic facili- 
ties, but people don't get excited about 
this. They don't talk about that with 
strangers. When sports teams do well, 
they serve an integrative function for 
the University." 
"Athletics are for everyone, it's just 
a different type of usage than some 
other programs on campus," Whipple 
said. 
There are other benefits of having 
the student body support the athletic 
department. If a school's athletic focus 
is on generating revenue, student-ath- 
letes might get educationally short- 
changed. 
"Schools in the MAC need to be 
commended," Jurkovac said. "There's 
less of an emphasis on generating rev- 
enue, and less of a 'win-at-all-costs' 
attitude. More athletes graduate from 
the MAC than from Big-10 and South- 
west conference schools, and the focus 
is more on the experience of sport as 
one aspect of college." 
NCAA figures indicate that at 
BGSU, student-athletes graduate at a 
rate of 63.2 percent, while the student 
body as a whole graduates at a rate of 
62.5 percent. 
According to Chris Dalton, vice 
president of finance, the University 
budget is developed by three different 
budget committees: the Faculty Senate, 
University and Student budget com- 
mittees. The budget is then sent to the 
University Trustees and President 
Ribeau. 
Dalton noted that organizations are 
often fighting for a bigger piece of a rel- 
atively small pie. 
"Requests for additional funding 
will always exceed available funds," he 
said. 
Athletic director Ron Zwierlein 
declined to comment. 
And what would happen if the ath- 
letic department was expected to pay 
its own way? 
"If it was just a cost-benefit analysis," 
Jurkovac said," there would probably 
be a lot of universities  that would 
forgo athletics entirely." 
Tod McCloskey contributed to this 
story. Source: NCAA Gender Equity Study, 1997, BGSU Athletic Department. 
COUNCIL 
Continued from page one. 
council is engaged in: scholar- 
ship, philanthropy and commu- 
nity services. 
For the philanthropy project, 
the council is planning to raise 
money for charity, such as a sui- 
cide prevention center. They are 
also making plans for service 
projects, such as cleaning the 
community or Habitat for 
Humanity, in order to serve the 
BG community as well as to get 
all new members involved. 
However, all these activities 
are still in the planning process 
since the council was so recently 
established, Trotta explained. 
Dickenson said that there are 
three main goals for the new 
council: 
-To get all new members 
working together. 
-To familiarize the new mem- 
bers with Greek issues in BGSU. 
-To orient new members with 
the ideas and values that they 
should live up to. 
Dickenson said that the new 
council is like a stepping stone 
for the new members, especially 
for the freshmen. They can pre- 
pare themselves with leadership 
and skills for their future 
through the council. 
"They will be learning how 
all three councils came about, 
their histories, purposes and 
ideals," Trotta explained. "This 
will help them see our differ- 
ences and how to benefit from 
them instead of building barriers 
between them." 
Dickenson agreed that all the 
members can benefit from this 
new council and the council can 
also promote Greek unity. 
He said, "I think putting the 
Greek Councils together shows 
our effort to move the Greek sys- 
tem forward into the year 2000 
and beyond." 
ELECTION- 
Continued from page one. 
ing a tax deduction of $2,500 for 
college tuition costs for lower- 
and middle-class families, a 
more modest tax cut than the 
one Fischer is proposing. He has 
promised to pump more than $1 
billion into Ohio schools. 
Ohio has traditionally been a 
"bellwether" state, one in which 
JAYCEES  
either Democrats or Republicans 
can win, and a state which indi- 
cates the overall political mood 
of the country. The governor's 
race will be one closely watched 
by political analysts across the 
country. 
Reform Party candidate John 
R. Mitchel and Independent can- 
didate Zanna Feitler will also be 
on the ballot. 
Continued from page one. 
woods, and we use power tools 
to deliver scares." 
There are a few guidelines 
that go along with a visit to the 
trail. 
People in the tour groups are 
not allowed to touch the mon- 
sters, and the monsters are not 
allowed to touch them. The tour 
is not recommended for children 
under twelve, but it is at the par- 
ents' discretion whether or not to 
bring them. 
There is no alcohol or smok- 
ing allowed on the trail, and the 
Jaycees strongly discourage any- 
one from coming to the event 
while intoxicated. 
"We try to be aware of the 
condition of people coming in," 
Thomas said. "We don't recom- 
mend you show up drunk." 
There are no refunds at the 
trail according to Thomas, so be 
ready to take the tour all the way 
through. 
For more information about 
the trail, or about the chapter, call 
354-BGJC 
Public Lecture: 
Dr. John Daniel, Professor of Political Science, University of 
Durban-Westville and Chief Investigator of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of South Africa 
will give a public lecture entitled: 
Thelruth 
"Dealing with the Crime of Apartheid: 
and Reconciliation Commission in Sou th Africa" 
Thursday, October 29,1998 
4:00 p.m. 
Ill Olscamp Hall 
Reception immediately following 
This lecture is free and open to the public 
Sponsered by the Office of the Provost 
Organized by: Department of Education Foundation and Inquiry 
and the Africana Studies Program 
For further information, contact Margeret Z. Booth, EDFI 
boothmz@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Be a part of AmeriCorps 
Gtt thing! done in 1999! 
Thanlu to a imM/ofi gran, tbf AjncnOupf of Nofihwtit Ohio, the Children* Room 
(Wood County Board of MR/DD) are pWaacd lo announce thai fiM-amt lOmmKMly am* 
r Cennrr and Wood I JIX 
faunn. m stmiUUifie 1999. 
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A stroke can 
change your life 
forever 
i 
Provide lull time direct community arrvict (a minimum mf1700 h»ur% in 12 momki) 
Position! begin in January. 1999 and arc completed by January. 2000. 
Receive a living uipend of $8300. tingle health insurance, child care if needed. Gain great eipenence working with 
children and/or adulti At the successful completion of service. AmeriCorpi member, ire entitled to an educational 
itipcnd of $4,725 to be used towards higher education or to pay olTan existing student loan. 
You'll gain hands-on experience, valuable knowledge, academic and communiry respect, and confidence!! 
Poaitioni available in Wood County: 
%Md_Luc 
Two positions available: 
CrfOTmuniO Flkfld Men lot. Kfitun individuals for |t| placement with consumers to enjoy social, recreational and leisure time together. 
Promote the communiry ftiend program and provide support to current communiry friend volunteers. Spend time as a community friend 
with individuals. 
LII>i individuals with mental reiardati i to find appropriate housing and services. Help people move 
into a new home or apartment as needed. Accompany individuals to medical appointments, assist in staff coverage. Provide support to 
consumers in the absence of other provsders. Help individuals become involved in activities which further independence and increase 
their integration into the communiry. 
For a position description, call 352-5115. 
or contact Wood Lane Public Relations. II160 Fa* Gypay Lane Road. Bowling Green, OH 45402 
(or e-mail request to eaaheetss? worldnet.an.net) 
f~*i'^**iii Ritwrei fkniff 
Two Behaviotal Aide positions available. Provide direct care ad supervision of seriously emotionally disturbed children and adolescents in 
(he pamal hospiialii-jnon program and residential treatment unit Must be interested in interacting with and coordinating programs for 
children/adolescents. 
For a complete position description and application, contact Lisa at the Children's Resource Center ** 352-7588 







Other part-time and full-time positions available in Toledo as tutors or healthy family aides. 
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HAIR NAILS TANNING 
352-6459 
•••••••••• 
| Keep your Summer tan all year | 
10 Visits-$30.00 
18 Visits - only $40.00 
25 Visits - only $50.00 
"Trie dtst design team in BG" 
Located at corner of 




50% of the air pollution in the U.S. 
is produced by motor vehicles* 
Sponsored by the Center for 
Environmental Programs and your 
Campus Recycling Program 









• Contests • 
j .Prizes 
:       Kids get a bag of candy        : 
FREE FOR ALL 
Watch the BGSU Falcons Basketball Team 
in a 
Brown/Orange Scrimmage 
Meet the Team, Cheerleaders, 
and Dance Team 
AIA     .VIA     A'l \     AI \      \l \      \l \      \l \ 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Sarah Brumback 
on being selected the '98/ '99 
Delta Tau Delta Sweetheart! 
VIA     VIA 
Attention Athletes/Body Builders 
If we don't have it, you don't need it! 
Creatine-1000 g only $55.00 
Yndro-6 only $52.00 
We have guaranteed lowest prices on Mel-Rx, EAS, 
Designer Protein, Energy bars, foods, and drinks. 
Workout Apparel & much more! 
Slefs Power Source 
Vitamin Outlets 
Perrysburg Fort Meigs Plaza 
148 E. South Boundary (Next to Alteration's Express) 
872-0099 
Perrysburg 
E. So. Boundary 
n Siet's 
BGSU 
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Oklahoma City 
memorial opened 
□ Thousands gather 
for groundbreaking of 
the Oklahoma City 
bombing memorial. 
The Associated Press 
OKLAHOMA CITY —Thou- 
sands came to the site of the 
Oklahoma City bombing Sun- 
day to break ground for a 
memorial to the 168 people who 
died, with Vice President Al 
Gore digging the first scoop of 
dirt. 
"The people who died here 
were victims of one of the cru- 
elest visitations of evil this 
nation has ever seen," Gore said. 
"But we offer them today not 
pity but honor, for as much as 
any soldier who ever fought in 
any war, they paid the price of 
our freedom." 
After speeches by Gore, 
Attorney General Janet Reno 
and other officials, Gore took a 
shiny shovel and dug it into the 
ground where the Alfred P. Mur- 
rah Federal Building once stood. 
He handed the shovel to 
young Clint Seidl, who was in 
the second grade when his 
mother died in the 1995 bomb- 
ing. She worked for the Secret 
Service, and Clint said he wants 
to do the same. Gore said sever- 
al agents wanted to talk with 
Clint after the ceremony. 
Gore told those who ever 
wanted to demean the work of 
federal workers to "come here 
and be silent and remember." 
One after another, people 
grasped the shovel Gore passed 
to them and, dressed in their 
Sunday best, took a rum tossing 
a chunk of soil into a pile. 
"Being down here always 
takes us back," said Diane 
Leonard, whose husband died in 
the April 19, 1995 bombing that 
also left 500 injured. 
The $24.1 million memorial 
will include a reflecting pool, an 
interactive museum and 168 
stone chairs built atop glass 
bases, one for each of the people 
killed. 
Associated Prex Photo 
Vice President Al Gore talks to Clint Seodl in Oklahoma City, during the groundbreaking cere- 
mony at the Oklahoma City bomb site. 
83 research projects planned for Discovery launch 
□ There is more to 
"The John Glenn 
Flight" than John 
Glenn. 
The Associated Press 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha. - 
John Glenn and his geriatric 
experiments may be grabbing all 
the headlines, but the flight of 
.space shuttle Discovery will fea- 
^ture all sorts of scientific stuff — 
.and six other people. 
The crew will test-fly a com- 
puter and other devices intend- 
ed for the Hubble Space Tele- 
scope, and release a sun-gazing 
satellite that got hung up in orbit 
last year. Dozens of cockroaches 
also are flying, as well as two 
oyster toadfish. 
The countdown for all this 
and more begins Monday. 
"We've got 83 different 
research projects on board. We'll 
be running them as a team, and I 
would like to see the whole team 
get that recognition," said 
Glenn, the first and soon-to-be 
oldest American to orbit the 
Earth. 
The 77-year-old senator is 
bothered, even a little embar- 
rassed, by the world's attention 
focusing almost exclusively on 
him. "But I don't know what to 
do about it," he said, chuckling. 
"I've tried to disembody 
myself and stand back and look 
at this thing as to why all the 
interest this time, because this is 
almost sort of a tidal wave of 
interest." 
About 3,000 journalists are 
expected for Thursday's launch 
of what's been dubbed "The 
John Glenn Right." The typical 
draw for a shuttle liftoff: 300. 
The six others on Discovery's 
crew — pilots, engineers and 
doctors in their 30s and 40s who 
come from three countries — are 
happy to hand Glenn the spot- 
light. 
"Everybody understands," 
said shuttle commander Curtis 
Brown Jr. "This is natural. It's 
human nature because he's such 
a hero. I know I haven't done 
anything for anybody to remem- 
ber my name." 
Take away John Glenn and 
NASA still would have an 
"incredibly challenging" nine- 
day mission, said the lead flight 
director, Phil Engelauf. 
"We couldn't go do this mis- 
sion without every single mem- 
ber on this flight," Brown 
stressed. "There's too much to 
do." 
As soon as they're in orbit, the 
astronauts will turn on three 
instruments in Discovery's cargo 
bay: a computer, data recorder 
and high-tech icebox to be 
installed on Hubble by space- 
walking astronauts in 2000. 
NASA wants to expose the 
equipment to 345-mile-high cos- 
mic rays to make sure they'll still 
work when they're attached to 
the telescope that high up. 
It's risky — one of the instru- 
ments might break aboard Dis- 
covery. But that's preferable to 
sending something to Hubble 
that might conk out and cripple 
the prized telescope, said Rud 
Moe, a NASA payload coordina- 
tor. 
"We don't usually fly stuff in 
space to see if it's good in 
space," Moe said. "But this one 
is so critical that they're doing 





□ The Nation's school 
enrollment has hit a 
high causing bath- 
rooms to be turned 
into tutoring rooms. 
The Assoc iated Press 
CLEVELAND — A second 
baby boom has crammed class- 
rooms, forcing some schools to 
convert bathrooms into tutoring 
space and locker rooms into 
classrooms. 
"We could use four to six 
classrooms in this building, and 
if we had them, we could fill 
them tomorrow," said Fairview 
Park Superintendent David 
Kircher. "We are bursting at the 
seams." 
"The baby boomers came 
through in a whoosh," said 
Kircher, whose district of 2,100 
students is growing by 40 to 50 
students a year. "This has been 
more gradual." 
For the third year in a row, the 
nation's school enrollment has 
hit a record high. The 52.7 mil- 
lion public and private school 
students enrolled this fall passed 
last year's record by 500,000 stu- 
dents, according to a U.S. 
Department of Education study. 
Ohio has an estimated 1.845 
million public school students. 
That number is expected to grow 
to 1.863 million by the 2007-2008 
school year, The Plain Dealer 
reported on Sunday. 
Ohio schools will be strained, 
even though they are not grow- 
ing as fast as districts elsewhere 
in the nation. The latest boom is 
expected to last at least eight 
more years. 
POLICE BLOTTER 
Today's city police blotter includes items from the Thursday and 
Friday 
POLICY for the police blotter: The News will run, without exception, all 
citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from real- 
dents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any 
questions, please call the editor at 372-6966. 
In the 1000 block of Varsity Square, a mm 
turned his apartment key in to his landlord and 
left upset. Thursday. 
On Kkrtz and Vale St.. Jeremy | Patten was 
cited for speed. Thursday. 
In the 600 block of Aspen St. a resident 
requesird that an officer talk to a group of nice- 
ly-dressed adults going door to door trying to 
"sell" religion. Thursday 
In the 1600 block of E Wooster St. a 
woman reported she was interested in docu- 
menting a complaint about a man improperly 
touching her. Thursday 
On Klotz and E Gypsy Lane Rd . Kevin S. 
Brown was cited for speed. Thursday 
In the 400 block of Napoleon Rd , a woman 
reportrd two men wanted to enter an apart- 
ment to retrieve some of their belongings, 
Thursday 
In the 200 block of W Wooster St, a |uve- 
rule was arrested for assault, Thursday. 
In the 300 block of Colony In, a woman 
reported a man and his mother were having a 
disagreement. Thursday. 
On Ridge and N Prospect St. about $2500 
worth of signs were taken from a construction 
site over the last few weeks, Thursday 
In the 800 block of Napoleon Rd. a man 
reported someone stole his mail. Thursday 
On S Main and W Washington St, Bonnie 
I. Fink was cited for failing to yield right of 
way and Kenneth C. Maas was cited for having 
an expired driver's license, Thursday 
In the 200 block of Manville St. a man 
reported his disc player was stolen from his 
vehicle, Thursday 
ln the 400 block of E. Wooster St. a man 
was unhappy about having to pay his tow bill 
and was causing a scene, Thursday 
On Clough St and the railroad tracks, an 
officer observed several vehicles in the parking 
lot with their windows smashed, Thursday. 
On Clough St and the railroad tracks, a 
man reported his vehicle was broken into and 
several items were stolen, Thursday 
In the 300 block of N Summit St., a man 
reported his daughter's bicycle was stolen. 
Thursday 
An accidental 911 call was placed and a 
man was advised that 911 is for emergencies 
only, Thursday 
In the 1500 block of Clough St. a woman 
reported hearing loud music, Thursday 
In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave, a man 
reported that he needed an ambulance because 
he was having difficulty breathing, Friday 
ln the 100 block of N  Mam St, Tylan C 
Williamson, of Clyde, was cited for disorderly 
conduct, Friday 
In the 400 block of R Wooster St, 
juhnathan K Koler, of Brooklyn, was cited for 
disorderly conduct, Friday. 
In the 600 block of N. Main St. a woman 
reported a man tried to engage in sexual con- 
tact with her, Friday 
In the 700 block of N Enterprise St. a bicy- 
cle was stolen, Fnday. 
On E Wooster St. and Troup Ave. a woman 
observed a car hit a pole and leave, Friday 
On E. Court and N. Main St, a man report- 
ed observing several beer trucks lined up 
impeding traffic, Friday 
On F Wooster St and the railroad tracks. 
Ricky A Joy, Jr. of Weston, was cited for peel- 
ing Friday 
At Clough St and the railroad tracks, a 
man reported his vehicle had been vandalized 
and some Items stolen. Friday 
In the 100 block of S Main St. a bicycle was 
found. Friday 
In the 1000 block of N Main St, Sarah E 
Nicely was died for right of way in a priavte 
drive, Friday. 
D^Join the BG News 
i     < 
The 1998 Key Yearbook 
Has Arrived!!! 
If you preordered a book, 
or would like to buy one 
stop by the yearbook office. 
28 West Hall 
Hours: Mon-Thurs. 1-4 
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Golden Flashes grounded 
Falcons rush 
close to records 
SCOTT FAUBER 
BG senior fullback Adam Ligo runs into Kent linebacker Heath Hommel, as BG tight end Tony Holcomb blocks another player. 
Turnovers key BG victory 
□ The BG ground 
game dominated Kent 
in a 42-21 thrashing. 
By DAVE TRUMAN 
 The BG News  
When Bowling Green tailback 
Steve Holmes took a bad pitch 
from quarterback Bob Niemet 
and was dropped for a 14-yard 
loss on the Falcons' second play 
from scrimmage, the day ahead 
did not seem to hold much 
promise for the few BG fans who 
made the trip out to Doyt Perry 
Stadium on Saturday. 
At this time, all that was 
known about the Falcon back- 
field was that expected starter 
Godfrey Lewis was injured and 
unable to play, senior tailback 
Robbie Hollis was not on the 
bench and Holmes and the other 
Falcons who were playing did 
not exactly put their best foot 
forward. 
"It's just like Michael Jordan 
and Scottie Pippen," Holmes 
said. "If Michael Jordan is out, 
I'll be Pippen until Michael Jor- 
dan comes back. Godfrey is out 
so somebody had to step up." 
The first possession managed 
to eat up just 1:06 of the clock 
and netted two incomplete pass- 
es and minus 14 yards. 
After a Kent State touchdown 
put the Golden Flashes up 7, the 
BG running game came to life. 
"John (Gibson) had two 
touchdowns and he is running 
hard," Holmes said. "They 
expect it out of us. They expect- 
ed 200 yards out of me today. 
They expected nothing less, that 
is what they told me. The coach- 
es stressed all week that we 
should run. If they couldn't stop 
us running the ball, we weren't 
really going to throw." 
Seven straight rushes took the 
Falcons 65 yards to tie the score. 
Holmes would carry three con- 
secutive times for 50 yards, and 
fullback Adam Lige finished the 
• See FOOTBALL, page eight. 
□ The Falcons stop 
two crucial Kent dri- 
ves. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
 The BG News  
The last time Bowling Green 
rushed for over 400 yards, Jimmy 
Carter was President, disco was 
in and BG coach Gary Blackney 
taught defensive backs at UCLA. 
The year was 1978. 
Saturday at Doyt Perry Stadi- 
um and 20 years later, the Fal- 
cons amassed 502 total yards, 
424 of which were on the 
ground, as BG pounded Kent 42- 
21. 
Four different Falcons ran the 
ball into the endzone for all six 
BG touchdowns. 
"I told our offensive coaches 
that I'd be happy if we could 
rush the ball 60 times for 300 
yards," Blackney said. "We 
exceed that, so obviously I'm 
pleased with the effort by the 
offense." 
BG improves to 2-2 in the 
Mid-American Conference and 
2-5 overall. Kent remains winless 
at 0-5 in the MAC and 0-8 over- 
all. 
Falcon junior tailback Steve 
Holmes led BG with 220 yards 
on 27 carries and a touchdown 
(see related story). His 17-yard 
TD run broke a 7-7 tie with 17 
seconds left in the first quarter. 
The Falcons defense also 
stepped up their game, supply- 
ing the offense with opportuni- 
ties and key defensive stops. 
BG cornerback Junior 
Williams led the defense by forc- 
ing two key first half turnovers. 
His interception was only the 
second interception of the year 
forBG. 
It came when Williams picked 
off a Jose Davis pass one-handed 
late in the first half. It stopped 
the Golden Flash drive at the BG 
28-yard line. 
"I thought we did a good job 
today in turnovers," Williams 
said. "Especially on the screen 
play, the number two reccmr 
came out to block and he didn't 
do a very good job and put me 
into a position right there for a 
strip." 
Williams stripped the ball 
from Kent wide receiver Jurron 
Kelly and defensive end 
Letoskey Carey recovered on the 
BG 15-yard line. 
"It's just really, really frustrat- 
ing because there was two 
chances in the first half there," 
Kent coach Dan Pees said. "We 
throw an interception right 
around the 10. Then we fumble 
on a nice call, good pass play. 
Jurron makes a nice cut, just car- 
rying the ball too low and the 
guy strips it. Maybe you go in 21- 
14 feeling a little pumped up 
about yourself, instead you go in 
flat." 
BG, who lost leads in its previ- 
ous two games, picked up 
momentum in the second half, 
instead of losing it. 
The Falcon running backs 
dominated the second half with 
the help of the offensive line. 
• See RUSHING, page nine. 
BG News rhoto/ SCOTT FAUBER 
BG's Tony Holcomb just misses a pass from Bob Niemet. 
Constant losing 
shows affects 
□ BG's lack of confi- 
dence continues in 
loss to Akron. 
By NICK HURM 
The BG News 
A wise man. Jack Gibb once 
said "self-confidence is the 
result of a successfully sur- 
vived risk." 
This is very appropriate for 
a Bowling Green volleyball 
team whose six straight 
defeats have greatly dimin- 
ished the self-confidence of 
the orange and brown. 
Any team that loses six 
games in a row may start to 
question its play. 
The Falcons had a hard 
time finishing plays against 
Akron. When they were suc- 
cessful and won a hard-earned 
point, they gave the ball right 
back to the Zips with Little 
mistakes like service errors. 
The absence of Heather Mur- 
phy, one of the Falcon's go-to 
players, didn't help matters 
for BG either. 
"I think at this level if you 
have got confidence you're 
scary," Akron coach Mike 
Sweitzer said. "They (BG) 
have just lost six in a row so 
right now they need to get a 
win. If they get a win they'll be 
fine." 
Getting back on the right 
track is a major key for BG to 
get the winning edge back, but 
a tough schedule ahead could 
make it difficult. 
"It's frustrating because I 
know how good this team can 
be," coach Denise Van De 
Walle said. "I feel like right 
now a win would certainly 
help build the confidence. 
There is nothing a win would- 
n't help right now." 
From the first loss to the lat- 
est one, some of the funda- 
• See VOLLEYBALL, page nine 
Akron dumps netters hopes 
J Bowling Green loses 
to Akron for the sec- 
ond time this season. 
By MATT STEINER 
The BG News  
With hopes of ending a five- 
match skid, the Falcon volleyball 
team traveled to Akron for a 
match against the Zips on Satur- 
day. The trip to the Rubber City 
did not provide the spring that 
BG was looking for. 
Akron defeated the Falcons in 
three straight games, and BG fell 
to 11-13 overall, 4-7 in the Mid- 
American Conference. 
"They (Akron) weren't doing 
anything spectacular," BG's Lori 
Kemerer said. "We just couldn't 
put the points on the board, just 
like the trouble we've been hav- 
ing the past few matches." 
With only 20 points in three 
games, it was obvious that the 
Falcon offense was lacking 
against the Zips. BG had been 
averaging 15 kills per game for a 
.218 attack percentage.  With a 
team total of 35 kills the Falcons 
averaged only 11.6 per game. 
More importantly, BG hit for a 
percentage of .058. This was the 
second straight match in which 
they hit under .060 as a team. 
"In today's (Saturday) match, 
we were tense," coach Denise 
Van De Walle said. "When we're 
serving we have got to be very 
aggressive because that's the 
way we put points on the board. 
Offensively, Akron was always 
in control. All of our effort was in 
siding, out. It's frustrating. I 
know the team is frustrated. 
We're working hard to side out 
and then we go back and we 
can't score." 
Team kill leader Heather Mur- 
phy was not present in Akron. 
Kemerer and Melissa Lewis 
were the bright spots on BG's 
offensive attack. Kemerer had 12 
kills while Lewis had 10. Most of 
the Falcon's kills came on side- 
outs. In game two, BG posted 19 
kills, 12 of which came on side- 
outs. 
Defensively, BG equaled their 
team average of 18 digs per 
game with 54  for  the match. 
Lewis led the way as the only 
player in double digits with 19. 
Akron had BG back on their 
heels whenever a key dig or 
block was needed. The Zips 
were able to take advantage and 
attack in the middle consistently 
"We were hoping they would 
have to go outside or behind," 
Van De Walle said. "But they 
were still able to run their mid- 
dle. They were pretty aggressive 
and challenged our blocking and 
our defense. We kept falling 
short." 
The Zips were led by Kim 
Branam in kills. She had 15 and 
received help from Lyndsay 
Spresser, who was also in double 
digits with 13. Kim Schaper set 
up her teammates well all night. 
Schaper had 42 assists for the 
match, 14 per game. She was 
averaging 13.26 per game prior 
to the match. 
"Right now, Kim Schaper, in 
my mind, is the best player in the 
conference," Akron coach Mike 
Sweitzer said. "There's no better 
setter. There's not even a close 
second." 
On the defensive end, Akron 
had several players help out. 
Branam had two solo blocks as 
well as assisting on two more. 
Three players had double digits 
in digs. Julie McDivitt led the 
way with 15, Greta Johnson had 
10 and defensive specialist Ash- 
ley Lewis added 11. 
BG could not find the spark 
they were looking for. They may 
have to look in their hearts in 
order to fuel the fire. 
"I think we are just not being 
aggressive and playing with our 
hearts," Kemerer said. "We're 
playing more with our heads. 
This is the game we love. This is 
the game we've been playing 
since we were kids. We just need 
to go out and play." 
This loss marks the sixth 
straight for the Falcons. The 
recent skid has taken its toll on 
the team's confidence (see relat- 
ed story). It doesn't look like it 
will get any easier for BG. The 
remainder of their schedule is 
loaded with teams who own 
winning records. Included are 
the top four teams in the MAC: 
Miami, Ohio, Northern Illinois 
and Ball State. 
\ 




□ Falcon swimmers 
and divers give a 
strong showing in the 
weekend meets. 
By NICK HURM 
 The BG News  
The Bowling Green swim- 
ming and diving teams started 
their season with a smooth entry 
this weekend. 
The Falcons proved why they 
have such high hopes for this 
season by beating Xavier on Sat- 
urday and making an impressive 
showing at the exhibition Tom 
Stubbs Relay. 
BG Newi Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER 
Th« men's and women'* swimming and diving teams did well in the their first meet at Cooper Pool, located in the Student Rec Center 
"We   expected   to   perform    surprised many as the women's 
well," swim coach Randy Julian 
said. "We can sense it by every 
practice." 
The BG diving team started 
the Tom Stubbs Relays on the 
right foot. The men's "A" team 
finished second in both the one 
and three meter boards while the 
women's team finished a 
respectable third. 
As the swimming portion 
began, the hunger in the eyes of 
the BG swimmers was easy to 
see. Right off the gun the Falcons 
200 medley relay placed first in 
an electrifying swim. The differ- 
ence from first place to fourth 
was less than a half second. 
Julian believed this event played 
a major part in helping the Fal- 
cons reach their goals for the 
weekend. 
On Saturday the BG swim 
team had Xavier eating the 
orange and brown wake. 
The men's team won a unani- 
mous victory of 116-92 while the 
women obliterated the Muske- 
teers 141-56. The women started 
the meet off just like they had the 
night before by winning the 200 
medley relay. Nancy Simpson, 
Kelli Pydynowski, Bethany 
Budde and Kimberly Moden fin- 
ished with a time of 1:52.69. 
The men took the 200 as well. 
Bill Roehl, Kevin Anderson, Matt 
Johnsen and Andy Jenkins "got 
their mean on," finishing with a 
time of 1:38.84. Jenkins, Johnsen 
and Roehl all picked up two 
first-place finishes. Jenkins swam 
a 21:99 to capture first in the 50 
Free, while Johnsen look first in 
the 100 Free with a time of 49:11. 
Roehl stormed to victory in the 
400 IM, touching the wall in 
4:22.63. Freshman Tom Mohlman 
took the 200 free, beating the 
competition by more than two 
seconds. 
"The upperclassmen and 
underclassmen stepped it up a 
notch," men's captain Johnsen 
said. "We were behind each 
other a lot." 
The women's team dominated 
in freestyle. Alissa Davies took 
the 50 Free, Simpson won the 100 
Free, Amanda Messmer won the 
200 Free, and Jen Jarjosa took the 
1,000 Free. Along with this, the 
women took the 200 free relay by 
more than four seconds. 
The freshman swimmers, who 
will have to step up, Jid just that 
this weekend. In four out of the 
first five individual events a BG 
freshman won the event. 
Overall the Falcon freshmen 
picked up eight first-place victo- 
ries. 
Games turn good, bad 
for icers over weekend 
BG Newt Photo/ JASON SUGGS 
Junior Spartan defenseman Brad Hodgins tries to stop a Falcon during Friday's game. 
J Momentum shifts 
change suddenly in 
split. 
By DAN NIED 
 The BG News 
On a shift midway through 
the second period, Ryan Mur- 
phy, Curtis Valentine and Chris 
Bonvie were skating through the 
Michigan State hockey team. 
They were hitting the Spartans 
and creating scoring chances. 
All of a sudden the tide 
turned. The Spartans scored; the 
Falcons died. 
Within the next minute Michi- 
gan State would score two more 
goals, transforming the game 
from a 1-1 nail-biter to an even- 
tual 7-1 blowout. 
After half a game of outduel- 
ing the fifth-best team in the 
country, BG was looking for an 
upset; however, the shift in 
momentum  was too much  for 
the young Falcons to bear. 
"We dominated the first 30 
minutes of the game," said BG 
coach Buddy Powers. "But when 
they scored it deflated our team. 
It was basically their experience 
versus our inexperience." 
In order to beat the Spartans, 
the Falcons needed to get 
momentum in their favor. 
"We set the tone from the 
start," said captain Dan Price. 
"But in a game like this we need 
every line working hard for the 
whole game." 
Powers said he thought that, 
in the first period, the Falcons 
played with good emotion and 
had better opportunities to score 
than MSU. The Spartans agreed. 
"They were taking it to us at 
the start," MSU coach Ron 
Mason said. "We killed two 
penalties midway through the 
second; that was the turning 
point of the game." 
The scene changed the next 
night as BG took on Ferris State 
in what proved to be a big win. 
The Falcons started out flying 
again. 
They outshot the Bulldogs 20- 
11 in the first period as Doug 
Schueller scored with less than 
four minutes left in the period. 
However, maintaining the 
momentum was easier said than 
done with the defensive style of 
Ferris State. 
"It is difficult to build momen- 
tum in a game like this," Powers 
said. "They always kept a man 
back so it was like they were dar- 
ing us to get past center ice." 
The Falcons fought  through 
and   managed   to  gain   some 
momentum  with   good   shifts 
from   some   unlikely   sources, i 
Fourth-line   left   wing   Stewart 
Nowosad scored the game-win-l 
ner. It was his first goal of th«T 
year. 
With Nowosad's goal came a ' 
2-1 victory, a sharp contrast from 
the  thrashing endured  at  the 
hands of Michigan State. 
Bowling Green loses lead, game to Michigan State 7-1, beats Ferris State 
□ Falcons split week- 
end with a loss to 
Michigan State and a 
win against Ferris 
State. 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BG News 
The Falcon hockey team 
found out why Michigan State is 
ranked fifth in the nation over 
the weekend. 
The Spartans whipped Bowl- 
ing Green 7-1 on Friday. The Fal- 
cons recovered to edge out Ferris 
RUSHING 
State on Saturday, 2-1. 
BG is now 3-2-1 overall and 2- 
1-1 in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association. 
Things were even against the 
Spartans through the first half of 
the game. 
Curtis Valentine scored the 
game's first goal and the Falcons 
had the lead for the next ten min- 
utes or so. 
Spartan left wing Joe Goode- 
now evened the game at the 
13:54 mark. 
It was halfway through the 
second period that the avalanche 
came. 
Inside a minute and a half, 
MSU  scored  three  goals  and 
added another one three minutes 
later to put the game on ice. 
At 10:25, the puck came out of 
a scrum behind the net. Fresh- 
man right wing Adam Hall was 
waiting for it at the left edge of 
Shawn Timm's goal crease. He 
beat Timm to the glove side for 
the first goal of his career. 
At 10:56, Bryan Adams came 
into the Falcon zone one-on-one 
and squeezed off a shot. He went 
around the defenseman and slid 
the rebound between Timm's 
legs. 
Finally at 11:55, MSU right 
wing Rustyn Dolyny beat Timm 
with a wrist shot from the top of 
the  left circle.  This made  the 
score 4-1 Spartans. 
After the Dolyny goal. Powers 
called a time-out and replaced 
Timm with senior Mike Savard. 
"You saw the effectiveness of 
a good hockey club," Powers 
said. "I thought we had momen- 
tum, and they came down and 
scored. It's the effects of an expe- 
rienced team against an inexperi- 
enced team." 
Minutes later, Michigan State 
capitalized on a bizarre rum of 
events. 
BG senior right wing Dan 
Price had appeared to score. 
Instead, the referee wiped it out 
and the puck went the other way. 
Attempting  to clear the puck. 
Savard passed it right to MSU's 
Shawn Horcoff who hit the open 
net. 
"I know it was in," Price said. 
"The goalie stopped it behind 
the line. His glove was behind 
the line. It went in his glove and 
came out. Obviously the referee 
and the goal judge didn't see it." 
Ferris State University- 
Sophomore left wing Stewart 
Nowosad  would  be the  hero 
along with Savard on Saturday 
night. 
Minutes after the Bulldogs 
had just tied the game, Nowosad 
skated in the right side and slid 
the puck under FSU goalie Vince 
Owen. Freshman center Ryan 
Wetterberg got the assist. 
"It was just a good play by 
Ryan Wetterberg," Nowosad 
said. "I yelled for the puck and 
he put it right on my stick. I 
guess I caught the defenseman 
flat-footed." 
Savard played the whole 
game and made 24 saves on 25 
shots. 
The Bulldogs' only goal came 
on a two-on-one play that he had 
no chance on. Senior right wing 
Geoff Bennetts converted center 
Rob Collins pass into a goal that 
had tied the game. 
Continued from page seven, 
march with a one-yard  touch- 
down plunge. 
BG would begin its next pos- 
session deep in its own territory 
after corner Junior Williams' div- 
ing one-handed interception. 
Highty-six yards later. Holmes 
was in the end zone. When the 
final seconds ticked off the first 
quarter clock, BG had already 
amassed 106 yards, eight first 
downs and two touchdowns on 
the ground. 
Kent would not find a way to 
slow the attack all day as four 
different running backs turned in 
career days for coach Gary Black- 
ney. 
Kent head coach Dan Pees 
said the BG offensive line con- 
trolled the trenches all day long. 
"Absolutely — they were just 
knocking us off the ball," Pees 
said. "There is no doubt they 
won the war up front." 
Lige and Brent Martin com- 
bined for 123 yards from the full- 
back position, and backup tail- 
back John Gibson ran for another 
57 on just eight carries, two of 
them for touchdowns. Throw in 
Niemet's one yard TD run and 
the Falcons had six rushing TDs 
by four different backs. 
"Our fullbacks continue to 
impress me in everything they 
do — both of them," Blackney 
said. "Blocking, catching, run- 
ning. They are complete players, 
both of them. I think they are 
having a great year." 
Holmes carried 27 times for 
220 yards in his first start, and 
would have set a new school sin- 
gle-game record if not for the big 
loss on his first carry. Darryl 
Story set the record Nov. 5, 1983 
when he carried 37 times for 225 
yards against Ball State. No BG 
back had gone over 200 yards 
since. 
Blackney said after the game 
that he didn't know how fast 
Holmes was, he just knew he 
was fast. 
"He's got great acceleration, I 
think that is the key," Blackney 
said. "He did a great job today 
behind some outstanding block- 
ing from our offensive line." 
Before Saturday, Holmes, Lige 
and Martin had combined for 
just 52 carries in six games this 
season. Gibson had never 
touched the ball. Against Kent, 
those four contributed 417 yards 
on 63 carries. BG had not run for 
400 yards in a game since 1978. 
Holmes said the last time he 
ran for 220 yards was against 
Scottsdale Community College 
last year. 
"I was surprised," Holmes 
said. "I didn't really think I had 
that many yards. The offensive 
line blocked great. The holes 
were really big. On one play, I 
ran into an offensive lineman 
like 10 or 12 yards down field 
and I wa» smiling and happy 
because they usually don't run 
down that far." 
pO>72CO0>XBS>IS>X£Ce 
El  Dia  de   los   /Vluertos 
(The   Day  ol   the   Dead) 
Celebrate tlife tradtttonal AiWan/CJ^C*' 
holiday wttn traditional food and fun  al the\^~-1 
HSA GFJvERAL /VEETNO 
When:   Monday,  October   26 
9:15p.m. 
VVher«:   Honor*  Center 




402 £ Wooster St 
352-BUTT       * 
cross from Taco Bel 1 
Need help juggling all your office work? 
| Professional Secretarial Services 
Bowling Green. OH 4340? 
(419) 353-5075 
^ I • All types of paperwork prepared 
■ Resumes developed and printed 
1 Notary public and fax services 
1 Open 7 days and evenings 
1 Pickup and delivery available 
' 
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SPOggl ine TRANSACTIONS 
rompllcd dom wire sources 
■ NFLHMMMBMM 
Raiders beat Bengals 
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — 
Oakland's backup quarterback.Don 
I lollaa made his MCond start in place 
of injured Jeff George, settled into 
the Raiders offensive scheme and 
Napoleon Kaufman rushed for 143 
yards in a 27-10 victory over the 
Cincinnati Bengals 
Against his former team, he hit 
Tim Brown with a 19-yard scoring 
pass and James Jett with a 39-yarder. 
Lance Johnstone returned a fumble 
40 yards for another touchdown and 
Greg Davis added two field gtuls as 
the Raiders (5-2) won their fourth 
straight. 
The Bengals, had only 3 yards 
total offense in the first quarter. 
The Raiders rebounded on 
the next series with Jett's 39-yard 
touchdown catch. 
■CORREC "IIONSHMH 
The Bowling Green hockey 
team'* shut out last year was at 
Michigan State, not at BGSU Ice 
arena. Mike York's numbers 
were points, not goals. 
The men's swimming captain 
pictured in Friday's addition was 
incorrect. The correct captain is 
Matt Johnsen. 
weekend Sports Trssssctlons 
By Toe Associated Press 
BASEBALL 
American Leagae 
TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS—Named Steve 
Henderson minor league hiding Instructor. 
FOOTBALL 
Italians! Football League 
OAKLAND KAIDEKS-Actlvated RB Jet 
malnc Williams from the practice squad. Placed 
T Pat Itarlow on injured reserve 
■KB! 
National Hockey League 
' lilt AGO BI-ACKItAWKS— Sent C Todd 
While In Chicago nllhe ML 
COLORADO AVALANCHE— Acquired D 
Greg de Vnes from Nashville tor a 1999 I hud 
round tit.ill ph-k. 
DALLAS STARS—Activated F Btenl Severyn 
from the Injured reserve list. 
ST. LOUIS BLUES—Reassigned G Brent 
Johnson lo V/orcestrr of the AHL. 
HORSE RACING 
BELMONT PARK—Suspended Iralner Dale 
Romans lor 45 days for finding a prohibited 
substance in a post-race urine test of Count 
The Blues after the race on Aug. 17. pending an 
appeal. 
Dolphins sqeak past Patriots 
The Associated Press 
MIAMI — It took lour quar- 
ters and an overtime before the 
Miami Dolphins finally figured 
out a way to beat the New Eng- 
land Patriots. 
Olindo Mare kicked four field 
goals, including a 43-yarder with 
10:24 left in the extra period, and 
Miami earned a breakthrough 
"victory Sunday by beating New 
F.ngland 12-9 in a showdown of 
AFC East co-leaders 
The Patriots had won the four 
previous games against Miami, 
including three last season, but 
the Dolphins turned the tables 
without scoring a touchdown. 
Miami (5-2) took over sole pos- 
session in the division, and the 
injury-plagued Patriots (4-3) 
slipped to second with their sec- 
ond consecutive defeat. 
Dan Marino moved Miami 52 
yards in the final two minutes of 
regulation to set up Mare's 
game-tying 25-yard field goal, 
and the Patriots never saw the 
ball in overtime. 
Following the kickoff, a pass- 
interference penalty on Ty Law 
on third-and-10 allowed Miami 
to keep possession deep in its 
own territory, and Marino's com- 
pletions of 25 and 10 yards set up 
Mare's game-winner. 
Mare also connected from 48 
and 38 yards. New England's 
Adam Vinatieri kicked field 
goals from 41, 30 and 36 yards. 
Marino completed 23 of 42 
passes for 279 yards, but threw 
three interceptions, increasing 
his total to nine in the past four 
games against the Patriots 
STANDINGS 
By The Associated Press 
All Times ESI 
AMERICAN CONFERENCE 
East 
W L T Pet. 
Miami 5 2 0 .714 
New England 4 3 0 .571 
NX. Jets 4 3 0 .571 
Buffalo 3 3 0 500 
Indianapolis 1 6 0 143 
Central 
Jackson vllle 5 2 0 .714 
nilslnirRh 4 2 0 667 
Tennessee 3 4 0 .428 
Baltimore 2 S 0 286 
Cincinnati 2 S 0 286 
■hat 
Denver 7 0 0 1.000 
Oakland S 2 0 .714 
Kansas City 4 2 0 667 
Seattle 4 3 0 .571 
San Dtcgo 3 5 0 375 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
East 
W L T Pct. 
Dallas 4 3 0 .■571 
Arizona 3 4 0 .429 
N.Y. Giants 3 4 0 .429 
Philadelphia 1 6 0 .143 
Washington 0 7 0 .000 
Central 
Minnesota 7 0 0 1000 
Green Bay 5 2 0 714 
Tampa Bay 3 4 0 .429 
Chicago 3 5 0 .375 
IJetnill 2 5 0 286 
West 
San Franclstu 6 1 0 .857 
Atlanta 5 2 0 714 
New Orleans 4 3 0 571 
SI Louis 2 5 0 286 
0 6 0 000 
Sunday's Games 
Late Gsme Not Included 
New York Ml 28. Atlanta S 
Green Bay 28. Baltimore 10 
Minnesota 34. Detroit 13 
Miami 12. New England 9. OT 
San Francisco 28. SI Louis 10 
New Orleans 9. Tampa Bay : 
Chicago 23. Tennessee 20 
Oakland 2". Cincinnati 10 
Denver 37. Jacksonville 24 
Seallle 27. San Diego 20 
The Top 25 
By The Associated Press 
The Top Twenty Five teams in The Associated Press 
college football poll, with first-place votes in paren- 
theses, records through Oct. 24. total points based on 
25 points for a first place vote through one point for a 
25th place vote and ranking in previous poll: 
Record Pts Pv 
I.Ohio St. (64) 70 1,744 1 
2. UCLA(I) 6-0 1.641 2 
3. Tennessee (3) 60 1.617 3 
4. Kansas St. (2) 7-0 1.565 4- 
5  Florida St. 7-1 1.438 6 
6. Florida 6-1 1.437 5 
7. Nebraska 7-1 1.250 7 
8. Texas A«tM 7-1 1.240 8 
9. Wisconsin 8-0 1.209 9 
10. Penn St. 5-1 1.118 10 
11. Georgia 6-1 1.036 11 
12. Oregon 6-1 997 12 
13. Arizona 7 1 887 14 
14. Arkansas 60 847 15 
15. Virginia 6-1 811 16 
16. Notre Dame 5-1 621 18 
17. Syracuse 4-2 476 21 
18. Missouri 5-2 472 19 
19. Tulane 6-0 463 22 
20. Virginia Tech 6-1 394 23 
21. West Virginia 4-2 291 13 
22. Michigan 5-2 231 — 
23. Georgia Tech 5-2 175 20 
24. Colorado 6-2 164 17 
25. Miami 4-2 119 — 
Others receiving votes: Air Force 111, Texas Tech 
94. Washington 77. Marshall 62. LSI) 56. Texas 44. 
Wyoming 28. Kentucky 22. Southern Cal 9. Colorado 
St. 4. 
The AP poll and coverage of college football can be 
found at http://www.aptop25.com 
Wildcats claw way to 1-0 win over BG soccer team 
□ Kentucky puts a halt 
to BG's momentum 
run in a 1-0 loss Sun- 
day. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
 The BG News 
LRXINGTON, KY— Just 
when a team thinks it has 
momentum on its side, sudden- 
ly it hits a bump in the road. 
For the Bowling Green men's 
soccer team, that bump was the 
Kentucky Wildcats. After a 2-0 
Mid-American Conference win 
over Miami, Friday, the Falcons 
were hoping to leave Lexington 
with a four-game winning streak 
and keep momentum running 
into the MAC tournament. 
The Wildcats had other ideas 
in a 1-0 win against BG Sunday. 
UK's Lee Baker took a corner 
kick from Giovanni Fernandes 
and deposited it by the left post 
for the game's only score with 
30:38 remaining in the second 
half. 
"They played kind of a quick 
corner and caught us off guard," 
Falcon goalkeeper Scott Vallow 
said "They played the ball near 
the post with three guys coming 
from the other side of the field on 
a dead sprint. One of them 
(Baker) just flicked it in. They 
out-hustled us on that particular 
play- 
As a result, Kentucky appears 
to have the second seed of the 
tournament locked up, with a 9-8 
overall and 5-1-0 conference 
record, barring upsets or an 
Akron slip. The Zips defeated 
UK at home 4-0 on Oct. 11. BG 
drops to 7-7-2 and 3-3-1. They 
can only hope to defeat Marshall 
Friday in order to attain the high- 
est seed possible in the tourna- 
ment. 
"Obviously, it's important for 
every team to get seeded as high 
as possible," UK's Ian Collins 
said. "I think there are a lot of 
teams that are about the same in 
our conference. I think Akron il • 
little better than everyone else. I 
think each team is capable of 
beating each team." 
The Falcons were limited to 
three shots overall, most of 
which came toward the end of 
the game. 
"We were really just going to 
try and play our game and not so 
much what they were doing," 
Baker said. "We prepared so 
much for Akron that we didn't 
come out and play our game. For 
the most part, we did a good job 
of possessing the ball. We kind of 
let up more than we should have 
after the goal." 
Kentucky was probably the 
best defensive team BG has faced 
since Akron. 
"That's an example of parity 
on the field," BG coach Mel 
Mahler said. "Everyone's a good 
Classes are starting now! 
Call today to reserve your seat. 
Class starts on November 8th! 
KAPLAN 
*^r 
1 -BOO  KAP-TEST 
www.kaplan.com 
"OMAT is a i«}iiif*a tntjswnarh <* *** Gtadutft ManaQUDfU. •dKiinon Council 
60 YEARS OF BUILDING FUTURES. ONE SUCCESS STORY AT A TIME. 
■   Gen's Hallmark        '~^/' 840 S. Main   ] 
^linDlscoumwrtlistudBmiJLmwrvWediiesi^; 
10am - 9pm Mon - Sat 
12 Noon - 5pm Sun 
Watch BG 24 News! 
Weekdays at 
5:30. 10 30. and 7:30am 
on cable channel 24 
See what's happening m the 
campus and surrounding 
community on Bowling Green's 
only live television news source' 
w 
Do you want to get 
involved or help 




Tuesdays, 9pm in 
BA117 
???'s -call Sarah at 
372-6382 
team. You have to play your best 
soccer. It's tough to get into a 
rhythm on their counter-attack 
style. We send our players for- 
ward to possess and if we don't, 
we lose control. Give Kentucky 
credit. They played a good 
defensive game." 
If history repeats itself, when 
the Falcons ldst at Kentucky dur- 
ing the regular season last year, 
they ended up in the MAC semi- 
finals, BG is still in good shape. 
"We have to use this for moti- 
vation and experience, because 
we're back here in two weeks, 
and just keep playing hard," 
Mahler said. 
Collins also credited Vallow 
for keeping the Falcons in the 
FOOTBALL  
Continued from page seven 
The Falcons averaged 6.3 per 
carry over the whole game. 
"To tell you the truth we just 
came out like we always try to," 
junior left guard Mark Kautzman 
said. "I think the backs just made 
great cuts. They ran the ball real- 
ly well." 
BG's leading rusher, freshman 
Godfrey Lewis, didn't play in the 
game. Lewis was sidelined with 
an ankle sprain. But his absence 
didn't affect the outcome. 
Freshman tailback John Gib- 
son stepped in adding 57 yards 
and two touchdowns to the 
ground attack. His 8-yard touch- 
game.   Vallow   recorded   four 
saves that evening. 
"The guy plays brilliant every 
time he plays us," Collins said. 
"If he hadn't been in on goal, 
we'd have gotten one or two 
more in there so he was fantastic. 
They're going to be a tough team 
for anybody. No one wants to 
play BG." 
The Wildcats had four shots. 
Brian O'Leary had one save in 
the contest. 
In the win at Miami, Nick 
Kolliniatis and Kevin Jackson 
had goals. Fred Degand and 
Adam Erhard recorded assists on 
the goals. 
down run with 3:22 remaining in 
the first half gave the Falcons a 
comfortable 21-7 lead. 
Senior fullback Adam Lige 
carried the ball 18 times for a 
career high 70 yards and two 
touchdowns. Lige knocked in a 
one-yard run that tied the game 
in the first quarter capping a 
seven-play 65 yard drive. 
The Falcons only passed the 
ball 14 times. Senior Bob Niemet 
started his third game of the 
year, completing four of 12 pass- 
es for 48 yards. Niemet added to 
the rushing attack in the third 
quarter with a one-yard plunge 
into the endzone. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Continued from page seven. 






YOUR FREE MEMBERSHIP 
INCLUDES: 
•A FREE Fanatic Falcons t-shirt 
•Special reserve seating at all home games 
•Announcements of all special events 
per w we GAME 
Look for entry forms around campus 
Or call 372-7093 
or email mbartle@BGNet.bgsu.edu 
GO &$u Ms&mu 
mental skills the Falcons need in 
order to win have declined. 
The simple things looked 
complicated at times during the 
Akron game. 
"We just have to get confi- 
dence going into people and I 
think we will be okay," captain 
Melissa Lewis said. "Confidence 
and knowing we can do it are big 
because we did it before. We 
should be able to get it done 
now." 
MONDAY NIGHT 
ft       At 
Cigars for sale 
Hot Dog and Munchie Specials 
Cigar Night 
19 & Over 
|RATED AS THE fffWiLrTOittMrfr | 
$ 
8 YEARS IN A ROW.   BE ONE OF THE BEST. 
"We are Recruiting" 
Sign up lor grill cook, server, or Dishwasher. 
We pay Top Wages 
WE WILL BE CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS THIS MONTH.    $ 
OUCOMysm 
Stop m and see us. 
We offer: 
401K. Retirement 




Management Development Program 
$ Cracker Barrel Old Country Store * 
$   874-7481 • 27491 Helen Dr. Perrysburg, OH    * 
i I 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
'AMA'AMA'AMA-AMA- 
Arrrancan Marketing Assooanon 
FORMAL MEETING 





Be a RESIDENT ADVISOR!" 
irt a great way IP meet new people, gain prac- 
tical skills. A have tun m the proceu. 
Application wM be ohren out at the follow- 
ing Information sessions: 
Sun..   Nov.    1   Harshmen   Community   Rm 
OOOpm 
Mon.. Nov. 2 Prout 1 at floor Lounge 4:00pm 
Tue.. Nov. 3 Kreischer g o'clock dining room. 
930pm 
Wed.. Nov. 4 115 Education Bldg 8 00pm 
Thur.. Nov S Mac Countryside Rm 9:30pm 
Criminal Justice Organization 
Wed.Oct 28-9:15 103BA 





The 1998 Key Yearbook is here 
If you pre-ordered a book or would like IP pur- 
chase one now. come 10 28 West Hal (base- 
ment). Office hours are  t-4 M-Th or can 
372-8088. 
OPEN HOUSE • WELLNESS CONNECTION 
Come see the Wanness Connecson during our 
open house on Thurs. Oct. 29 from 3:00 p.m - 
530 p.m. in Room 170 Health Center. 
Refreshments win be served. 
See you therel 
Ouest>oni?Ca> 372-WELL (9355) 
OPEN HOUSE "WELLNESS CONNECTION 
Pumpkin Decorating 
For hoapital children. Monday, October 26 
8-11pm. Harshman's E-Ftoom. Pumpkins and 
supplies provided. Sponsored by BACCHUS. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Cfianging Timei Tanning & Hair Salon 
it having a on* unw tanning special I 
Buy as many sessions as you want, and 
forsvtry tO sessions you buy, racatva 
atS.OOinstoracfaditl 
E spires 10/07/98 
Changing Timat 
1616 East Wooster 
Phone 3542244 
DRUM LESSONS/STUDIO Berkie* Alum ac- 
cepting students & studio work. Proficient in 
JAZZ, RAB. and FUSION Studied with Skip 
Hadden, Casey Scheuerell. and Jamey Had- 
dad, etc. For more into, contact George Shep- 
herd *S> 419-353-6410 or gshe- 
Dherd@ma ifexoie com. 
Leam guiur Jason OUK* Freelanoa Mgsi- 
aarVmstruCeDr with master's degree from 
BGSU For more info, contact creative arts 
program 372 8177 
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests. 
Confidential A caring 
354 4673. BG Pregnancy Center. 
Typing Services ollered. 353-1299.  
PERSONALS 
Campus World Travel. Spring Break Travel: 
Panama City tlMrMe*. Cancun 8349/air 
included.   Jamaica   8459/an   included    Call 
352-7889. 
CRUELTY-FREE Health t Beauty aids. Can- 
dles, Crystals. Incense. Books. Music and 
morel At ALTERNATIVES. 131 W Wooster in 
BGI Home of the WITCHES' BALLI Can 
352-7333 for intol 
DGDGDGDG 
Congratulalions to the Delia Gamma ulnmate 
Fnsbee team lor their championsNp wini Way 
to go girls' 
DGDGDGDG 
El DH de toe Muertoa 
Celebrate this traditional Mexican holiday with 
food and fun at the Honors Student Association 
General Meeting, held in the Honors Center 
(located in Kreischer below the Sundial). Mon- 
day. October 26 at9:1Spm 
Friday's and Saturday's 
at KAMIKAZE'S 
80s and 90s dance 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM M 130 
PERRY FIELD HOUSE: OCT 28 M * W SIN- 





The 1998 Key Yearbook is here 
If you pre-ordered a book or would like ID pur- 
chase one now. come to 28 West Hall (base- 
ment). Office  hours are   1-4  M-Th  or call 
3728086  
OPEN HOUSE • WELLNESS CONNECTION 
Come see the Weiiness Connecson during our 
open house on Thurs Oct. 29 Irom 3 00 p.m. - 
5:30pm in Room 170 Health Center. 
Refreshments will be served 
See you therel 
Questions'Call 372 WELL (9355) 
OPEN HOUSE • WELLNESS CONNECTION 
Phi KappaTau 
The brothers of Phi Kappa Tau would like to 
congratulate Jay Toman for getting a 76% on 
his outdoor recreation test Way to go book- 
worm I 
Phi Kappa Tau 
Phi Sigma Kappa * Phi Sigma Kappa 






Welcome to our brotherhood1 
Pre-Psid Phone Csrds 
S 13 a rmnute-anyt) me/anywhere 
CalJefl for Card! Info 
353-4176 leave message. 
PSYCWCReadings t Astrology Also goods 
lor Health Conscious, Pagan. Wiccan A other 
Alternative Irving ALTERNATIVES. 131 W. 
Wooster St. here m BG 352-7333. 
Thursday's al KAMIKAZE S 
Dtmers from 7-9 pm 
Dollar pitchers all night long 
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE S 
swing coming.... 
Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing 
• utilities Included 
• space available immediatley 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• close to campus 
• on-slte laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
for details on hassle-free living! 
354-2191 
FALL 1999 Leasing 
Starts Mon. Nov 2 
Fall 1999 Lists Now Available 
• 808 & 818 N. Enterprise 
• New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apart merits 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
• Columbia Court Apartments 
• East Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Mercer Manor Apart ment s 
• Rdge Manor Apartments 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 
• Plus Many Ot her Locat ions 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
Uptown has changed N«*v music format New 
km prices. Thurs , Fri.. Sat. $.25 draft. $1 
mi ied drinks, $1 SO pitchers & $1.00 Natty Boi 
Des No cover of age Alter 11 00. $1 00 under 
st  
USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS 
Cotage Students Ail Majors 
Summer internship at Officer Candidate 
School NO school year requirements 
Now accepting applications 
Call 1.800-892-7318. 
Visit the Red Cross btoodmobile, Oct 26 
through Od 29. t 1am-5pm in the Grand Ba> 
room. Student Union. Free food and raffles 
daily  
We're ready to be loving parents. Eager to 
adopt a baby Our family can give a child a life- 
time of happiness, security and most importan- 
tly, love Cal l 800 637 7999 anytime Diana 
and Tom. 
Wednesday s at KAMIKAZE'S 
Karaoke with Rich Mchels 
from 102 
WITCH STORE?? Well, yes Tarot. Crystals. 
Incense. Oils, Candles. Books, and other items 
lor your mind and body. ALTERNATIVES. 131 
W. Wooster St. 352 7333. 
wrrcHES-s BALL WITCHES-S BALL 
Big costume parry m the tug basement of 
ANematlveeCostume contests Preview ol 
Alternatives coming Vegetarian Restaurant! 
Drum circle-bring rhythm instruments it ya got 
'em. Mini psyche readings. Did we mention 
great lood? Tickets of 2 50 at Altema- 
tivas-l 31 W. Wooster 352-7333 or 3 00 at tit 
doortets you in on Oct. 31st for alt this Irom 
9pm'til Ihe wee hours! 
^^ 
GREENBRIAR, INC. Hour, 
224 E. Wooster M,,,,^   . Fry     0 ofn. . 5 pm 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 Sorurdov 9 o.m. - 1 p.m 
Come in today to pick 
up your Fall Listings 
WANTED 
2 iiibluMrs needed for spring semester. 2 
bdrm., 1 1/2 bath turn, apt $S20/mo Contact 
Greg or Ken al 353-2355. 
Couple mi 40lb. dog seeking an apt. or house 
mi yard. Can afford $50O/rnonrh or less. Call 
Karyn or Justin ® 3S3-5266  
Looking for lemeJe roomaie. Spacious 2 bdrm 
apt Close lo campus. PI—se can 354-4435 
SUBLEASER NEEDED Spring semester lor 
spacious 1 bedroom apt. $34Q/mo. plus uttli- 
ties Call 353 6369 
Wanted: 1 ticket for December graduation 
352-2883 
HELP WANTED 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. 
Fomlo cal 203-319-2802. 
ACTIVIST 
Ohio Citizen is seeking energetic, goal oriented 
campaign staff to help stop corporate greed. 
Join our leam In the political light. Applicants 
must have a positive attitude, good commun- 
oabon skills and a genuine concern for envi- 
ronmental and consumer issues. Some college 
helpful. lao-lOpm, M-F. SSM^SO/wk Will 
tram, benefits, adv. (419) 666-9093 
Amer iCorps Serving Northwest Ohio is look 
Ing for individuals to provide full-time communi- 
ty service beginning January, 1999- December. 
1999. Earn a $7,400 living stipend, single 
coverage health insurance, child care it 
needed (and ekg-We) At the end ol 1700 hours 
of service in twelve months, receive a $4,700 
educational award to pay for student loans or 
future college expenses. Full-time positions 
available m Wood County at Wood Lane 
(352-5115) and Children's Resource Center 
(352-7588). Other M-bme and part-time posi- 
tions available in Toledo. Sound interesting? 
Look for a display ad m TODAY'S BG News. 
READ THE 
BG NEWS DAILY 
BaB 
Truck and Auto Repair 
10% Discount 
w'Student ID 
•Oil Change $19.99' 
*most vehicles 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes 
13040 Bishop Rd 
Bowling Green, OH 
353-2526 
Free Towing if we 





ASSEMBLERS Excellent income 
to assemble products al home. 
Inlo 1 54 646 1700DEPT OH*?5S 
Babysitter needed Mon 's 7:30am-5;30pm in 
our home Non-smoker, good rel., willing to 
transport children to events. 3 boys ages 5, 3, 
1 5 mo 419-661-9139. 
Babysitter needed immed 2-3 early mornings 
per week References 353-9907    
BLAKELY CARE CENTER has a part time re- 
lief cook position available 1 -7:30pm shift, and 
a part-time dietary aide position open 
4-7 30pm shift. Musi be willing to rotate week- 
ends. Hourly attendance bonus. 90 day wage 
increase, and annual wage increase offered. 
Please apply m person 6am-2pm, Blakefy Care 
Center, 600 Sterling Dr.. North Baltimore. OH 
4S872.  
FREE CD HOLDERS. T-SHIRTS 
PREPAID PHONE CARDS 
EARNH000 PART TIME 
ON CAMPUS. JUST CALL 
1 800-932 0628 X 64 
IMMEDIATE NEED FOR EXPERIENCED 
PAINTER PART-TIME TEMPORARY.Eilenor 
& interior. Contaci Tom al Veda Home Com- 
pany 354-5020 
IMMEDIATE NEED FOR EXPERIENCED 
BABV SITTER weekends. Fall quarter only 
Call Debbie al 354 5020  
INDUSTRIAL TEMPORARIES 
Day shift openings al area parts manufacturing 
plant. 18 per hour increasing to $9. 40 or more 
noun per week, up to three month assign- 
ments. Must have good attendance, be punc- 
tual, salely conscious, comfortable with 
machinery and equipment and able lo pass a 
drug screen Call 419-356-7023 between 8:30 
am and 4:30 pm weekdays. Fnday 10/23 
through Tuesday 10/27. to schedule an inter- 
view. 
Local Goodwill siore looking to hire FT and PT 
Head Cashier with prior cashier experience 
and supervisory experience preferred. FT 
Household Sorter; and PT person to do light 
duty janitorial and loading/unloading trucks. 
Competitive wages, thorough training and 
benefits available. Stop in today and see Lisa 
atiQS8N Mam Si. Bowling Green. OH EOE 
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON SPRING 
BREAK FOR FREE! USA Spring Break offers 
Cancun, Bahamas. Jamaica and Florida pack 
ages and is currently accepting applications for 






Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-time 
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders 
into our order processing system. Positions are 
open now through December on day. evening 
and third shift, during the week and on week- 
ends % 75 per hour shift differential on third 
shift Must have basic computer and typing 
skids. Positions are also open tor customer 
service and dencal personnel. Attendance in- 
centives, generous employee discount, and 
professional supervision. Apply in person at 
our corporate oltices Mon-Fn from 
900am700pm SATURDAYS 1000am to 
200pm Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd., 
M*umee. OH 43537 EOE. 
Paid Marketing Internships 
Campus Street Reps. Wanted: 
To market and promote 
animalhouse com, the ultimate 
online college community. Email us 
al campus®ammaJhouse.com or call 
800 254 8433 
Part-time Student Employment 
Are you looking tor part Dme employment ol 15 
hours plus per week within walking distance lo 
BGSU campus? Interested in working various 
unskilled )0O* in assembly, packaging, etc.' 
Hate o' pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply in person 
between the hours of 9:00am and 5 00pm 
(Mon.-Fri.) at: Advanced Specialty Products. 
lnc.428Ck)ughSl BGOH43402. 
SPRING BREAK Mi 
Cancun * Nassau * Jamaica * Mazatlan * 
Acapuko  '  Bahamas  Cruise  '  Florida   ' 
South Padre Travel Free and make lots of 
Caehl 
Top reps are ottered tulMime staff |obs. 
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call now tor de- 
tails t www.classtravel.com 800/838-6411 
SPRING BREAK PLAN NOWl 
Cancun. Jamaica. Mazatlan. 
A S Padre. Free Meals ft Free 
Parses. Campus sales reps 
wanted Earn free trips * cash 
1.800.SU RFS.UP 
www studenteipress.com 
Spring Break "99-Sell trips, earn cash, A go 
tree'il Student Travel Services is now hiring 
campus reps/group organizers Lowest rates 
lo   Jamaica,    Mexico.    ft    Florida.    Call 
1-800 6464849  
TRIPLE A STUDENT PAINTERS ARE NOW 
HIRING ENTRFPRENUERS FOR THE 1999 
SUMMER EARN 8000-10000 NEXT SUM 
MER (300000 IS GUARANTEED) MUST BE 
HARD WORKING AND MOTIVATED. A 
GREAT RESUME BUILDER CURRENTLY 
HIRING ON A FIRST COME FIRST OUAll 
FUED BASIS TERRITORIES OPEN ACROSS 
THE STATE CALL 1 800 869-9346  
Varsity8ooks.com 
seeks student managers lo direct on-campus 
operations for rapidly growing e-commerce 
business. This paid part time position is ideal 
for innovative, highly motivated, exceptionally 
bright go-getters who want to prove experience 
isn't everything. Call 202-256-6048 lor more 
info. 
Want organized, responsible swim coach for 
Fmdlay HS $2500 * iravel lor four month. Con- 
tact ChMat422j5590^nmediaieiy  
FOR SALE 
Midhaller Midnight Madness Tonight 
On Sale-all new releases from 
R.E.M. 
Phish 
The Afghan Wiga 
Dick's Picks 
Cal to reserve your copes now< 
353 3555 
MADHATTER MUSIC 
143 E. Wooster 
89 Toyota Tercel 2-door, auto trans. 97K. 
MC $2000 Call 419-878 6498 
10" 250 watt floor subwoofer $200 060 
2 3-way stereo speakers $ 150 OBO 
Call 353 2168 for details 
1966 Ford Bronco II XLT, 69,000 mi. auto, 
power windows and doors, CD player. 4-wheel 
drive $3200 CaH 352 6595 
1993 Mitsubishi Eclipse. Great cond. Please 
call 354-4435. 
AAAA.I Early Spring Break Specials" Baha- 
mas Party Cruise' 6 Days $279' Includes Most 
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs 
from Florida! springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-676^386.  
AAAA.I Early Specials' Cancun A Jamaica! 7 
nights Air A hotel From $399' Includes Free 
food, Drinks.  Pa/ties!  spnngbreaktravelcom 
1-600 678 6366   
AAAA*> Early Specials! Panama City' Room 
with kitchen $129' Includes 7 Free Parties' 
Daytona $149 New Hoispoi South Beach 
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149' springbreak- 
traveicom 1-800-6/6 f/.Hi.  
AAAA«i Spnng Break Travel was 1 of 6 small 
businesses in the US recognized by the Coun- 
cil of Better Business Bureaus for outstanding 
ethics in the marketplace! spnngbreak- 
travelcom 1 800 678 6386 
$*?X Don't go ban 
.looking for a 
to live/I 
*%pS* 
113 Railroad St. (next to Kinko's) 
352-9302 
Mon-Frl8-5   SatS-12 
DONT MISS OUT 
Now leasing for FALL 99 
S5&-. 
#2L**«», J     775»> "Sleo 
r-.I7* "tr«. 
*?*3$s* 
tVani   **•» /   ■ at—-_      """ow. 
*"<2& 
vs>a i 
M,crojnFan_2_i \       HEALTHSP»      \ 
Come see us for a complete list ing of locations 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
530 Maple St. 419-352-937! 












Fuion frame and denim cushion, i mo. old 
$200 CallBeih®35267l6 
Hewlett-Packard  color printer.   $150.  OBO 
354-7159. 
HP 60OC color prmler $150 Call 352-2255      _ 
Ibanez 7 string electric gmtar  Mint condtbon 
$1200 or best offer with case Call Chad & 
3734)242 
Yamaha keyboard, nearly new, MIDI compati 
Me w/aocesones & software $575 353-3437 
FOR RENT 
"9900S.Y. *2ndsem Lease99* 
Houses and Apis. 
Listing Avail 316 E Merry *3 
Can mail listings 
Please cal 353 0325 
l bedroom apt. avail for rent. Starting spring 
.semester    $3?5/mo.   utilities  included.  Call 
• -■"•■■i-o'y lor dela'ls354 0316. 
1 fm sbl. needed for beautiful 3 bdm home on 
E. Wooster. Immedialoly or spring sem 
353-9271 StephH  
2 BDRM turn apt dose to campus 
Includes utilities, grad students 
welcome 353-5074. 
2 bdrm apt, 2 full baths, 1-4 subtsrs.. spring 
wn*«i»v Close to camous. $550vmo. Call 
353-1284 
2 bdrm. furnished apts 
352 7454 
2 bedroom apt. tor rent Stan Jan 1st. '99 
Rent negotiable 352 6627. 
217 South College- i 5 blocks from Hanna 
Hall. 3 BR House, tenants pay all ut.l. sec 
dep , $525/mo. Available immediately. 
For more Information or lo sign a lease, 
contaci Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854. 
Locally owned and managed. 
IWF subleaser needed. Own room ml washer 
and dryer units   Avarlabe immed. or Spr  se- 
mester.   $iB6/mo.  •  uM   Call  Came  @ 
352^136. 
Owner (fluent m Spanish) win share large turn 
house in BG with 2 students Preferred grad 
students, exchange students, professors 
Large bedrooms, 2 wood burning fireplaces, 
laundry, kitchen, large wooded property. $300 
ind. all utilities. Avail Jan. 352-5523. leave 
message. 
Room for rent. 
201 S. College Dr. 
Please call 352 34 72 
Subleaser needed. Haven House Apartments. 
Close to campus Call Jeremy 352-1476 
SUBLEASERS WANTED" 724 6th Take over 
whole lease at $500/mo. HI May. Can 
3525099 
Wanted Grad Student to sublease nice, one- 
bedroom apt. $350rtnonth. Call 352-5643 or 
353 3295 
MATCH POINT 
When building a campfire, 
clear a 5-foot area around 
the pit down to the soil. 
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN 
PREVENT FOREST FIRES. 
Newlove Realty Rentals 
*2llwVH:slRccd. Itklr.Dij 
City ParH. $335/rnnlh. 
*«24 6Nl St A|)l.# 3,2 BdT, 
Rrc gas heal, water, and 
M-ucrAvoii. In December 
$500/mi\!h. 
* 127 S. rioln. 6coutH\il 
mclencu locoled Downtown, 
S2fl5/mnlli. 
VIM I OUR NEW WEBSITE: 
hltpyAvwwj\evvtov<TealiTj.corn 
332 South Haia Street 





NEW NEW NEW NEW 
HillsdalcApu- 1.2*1 Mrni'. Avail Jan 






215 E  I'oc Rd-1 bdrml Evergreen Apis ). 
very spacious, laundry on site rent starts 
at 340/mo 'elec Avail Jan Sth. 1999 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
215 E Poe Rd-Studios 
(Evergreen Apts l.taundry on site, utils 
included in the rent-Avail Jan 5lh 1999 
Rent starts at 230/tno 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
For complete listings^leases starling 
Jan. 1999 or Spring/I'all( 1999-2000) 
slop by our office al 1045 N  M.,,,, 
Si. or call 353-5800. Also check us 
out on ihe web, 
 www venct orgz-mecca 
1 
